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DISCLAIMER
The comments, articles, stories, letters
and information contained inthis magazine are the peraonai oplnions oi the
writers and are not and are not t o be
construed t o be officlai poilcy o r commentary of the MalibwMirage Owners
and Pilots Assoclatlon.
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Neither the Association nor It8 directors,
officers nor the pubilshar ghre any offlclal
sanction to any artich, stories, letters or
Information contained herein.
THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER OPERATION
OF HISMER AIRCRAFT AND IT IS THE RESPONSIBILmOFTHEPILOT-IN-COMMAND
TO OPERATE THAT AIRCRAFT IN COMPLG
ANCE WITH THAT AIRCRAFTS PILOT'S
OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.
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Mark Swatek
President and Board Member
--

Mark Swatek is one of the original M*MOP/
Board members who met in Atlanta, Georgia in
April 1991 to begin the formation of the
Association. Since that time, he has been the
Association's Secretary-Treasurerand
Chairman of the Safety and Training
Committee.
Mark began flying at 14 and received his
private pilot license on his 17th birthday. He
now has over 2,900 hours total time, with over
1,100 hours in his 1987 Malibu, 801DC, the
1992 "Queenof the Fleet"winner. Previously,
the Corbin Baby Ace, fixed gear Skylane, and
Turbo Skylane RG were the "aircraftof choice"
for Mark, until the "right"Malibu came on the
market in 1990.
He and his wife, Phoebe, and son Kevin,
reside in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. As a
member of WMOPA, you're invited to E-mail
Mark at skyking@genevaonline.com with any
thoughts or questions that you have about
safety, training, or questions about the
Association. Fly Safely!

It's quite a privilege to be the fifth
president of M*MOPA, following the
likes of individuals such as Sy Weiner,
Dick Perschau, Bill Alberts, and Dave
Coats. I have been involved with the
Association since that first rainy afternoon in Atlanta in the Spring of 1991.
Putting the concept of M*MOPA together was quite gratifying. Today, only
a handful of members remain who have
seen this group of owners and pilots take
this Association from a vision to a reality, and now to a premiere organization
that is highly regarded in aviation circles.
A large "Thank You" goes out to the
people like Sy Weiner, John Foster,
HeatherBlanchard,Bill White,Jan Klink,
and Rosemarie Mintz for their efforts to
make M*MOPA the organization that it
is today.
One of the visions of M*MOPA has
always been, and will continue to be, the
safe operation of the Malibu and Mirage
through superbpilot training and a greater
knowledge of safety in the operation of
these aircraft through proper maintenance of the engine, airframe and its
components. Those who were around in
1992 and 1993 saw our aircraft virtually
"grounded" to "VFR only" with resale
values falling over 30 percent.

EAA Airventure and the
MmMOPA Annual Convention
Since I have lived most of my life in
Southern Wisconsin, the EAA Fly-In in
Oshkosh,Wisconsin,has been an annual
or every other year event for myself and
my hanger buddy, Mark Heizler, who
owns and operates a Cessna 421. This
year, after a one year hiatus, Mark and I
got up to Oshkosh after the 100 degree
days had passed. Sunday morning, IFR
filed, going into Oshkosh was like going
to a small Fly-In breakfast! NO traffic
on final, NO traffic on downwind, AND
rows of grass without any airplanes!
What happened? Well, the three days of
95 degree heat "burned out" many of the
EAA faithful, and many had left on Saturday and Sunday morning. The commercial exhibits and the many aircraft
vendors didn't have a lot of people to
talk to on Sunday, but many of them
were very tired from the heat, too, yet
were glad to see a few of us.

The people from The New Piper,
Pilatus, Victor Sloan and Electronics
International, (just to name a few), were
very enthusiastic when I mentioned that
I was a member of M*MOPA,and that I
looked forward to seeing them in Kansas
City at our convention. These vendors
Insurance was available from only do a lot of trade shows such as AOPA,
three insurance camers, and the pre- NBAA, EAA Airventure, The Paris Air
mium increased by 40 percent or more, Show and the M*MOPA Annual Conthat is, if you could get the companies to vention! However, their excitement
write it. This extraordinaryaircraft would about coming to M*MOPA's convenhave ceased to exist without M*MOPA, tion, and talking and selling, and proband the "Survival Fund" set up by a lem solving with our members was the
group of owners who hired Langhorn show they looked forward to most, bar
Bond to educate the FAA on the safety of none! In fact, one vendor went so far as
the aircraft. Today's vision by MmMOPA to say that if they could afford to do only
is no different than in 1991. Superb pilot one show a year, it would be the
trainingand safeoperation of the Malibul M*MOPA Annual Convention! Those
Mirage engines, airframes, and its com- are powerful words from a vendor who
ponents through knowledgeable pilots isn't affiliated with TheNew Piper. What
and mechanics, will keep this aircraft it does say is that the vendors who sell
one of the most desired flying machines aircraft, engines, and components to the
to own and operate.
Continued on Page 6
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From the Flight Levels - Continued from Page 5

MalibuMirage owner and operator feel
we are a very knowledgeableand worthy
customer base to woo.
By the time you read this article,
our ninth annual convention will be in
the books. I hope you were there to
see the arrival of new aircraft, engines, and components that M*MOPA
brought to Kansas City. This was, by
far, our largest exhibit space, and the
largest number of exhibitors assembled
in our history. After listening to member feedback, we invited, begged and
strong armed companies to conduct
seminars and discussions on topics
that the M*MOPAmembership needed
and wanted to hear. These included
safety, operations, and other problem
areas on our aircraft.
If we want to continue to have this
type of positive response from our vendors, we must show up in large numbers
and discuss our interests and our problems with these people on an annual
basis. These vendors know that the
M*MOPA membership is aclass organization with very knowledgeable pilots
and owners. Yet, we need to take time
out of OUR BUSY SCHEDULES once
a year, and show our interest, and have
thoughtful dialoguewith these f m s who
sell us products and services for our
extraordinary flying machines, the
Malibu and Mirage.
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comblete hformatlon. lease consult
the official NTSB report itself. Any preliminaj
.
..
information
... .
is subject
. . to change,
. . . .
and may contain errors. Any errors in this report will be Corrected When the final
report has been completed.

NTSB MIA94FA044
History Of Flight

the fire department, there was a
postcrash fire which was extinguished
using AFFF.

On January 1, 1994, about 1420
central standard time, a Piper PA-46').In..
- . ,.
. , A n
3 IVY, registerea to me pilot, ueorge
M. Batsche, crashed while circling to
land at the Destin-Fort Walton Beach
Airport, Destin, Florida, while on a 14
CFR Part 91 personal flight. Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed at the time and an IFR flight
plan was filed.

..

The airplane was substantially
damaged and the private-rated pilot
and one passenger were fatally injured. The flight originated about
1248 eastern standard time from the
Naples Municipal Airport, Naples,
Florida.
According to a witness familiar
..
. ..
. . . ..
wltn aviation, ne estimated tnat the
ceiling was 500 feet or less with rain
and fog, and he also estimated that the
visibility was 112 to 314 mile. He
observed the airplane descend wings
level to about 200 feet below the ceil-

.

.

.

.

ing the runway with the landing gear
extended.

Convention 2000

-

September 20 24,2000
- .
.
~enaissancenarboumace notel
Baltimore, ~ar)land
*.

He observed the wings rocking,
then heard the engine power increase,
and the airplane entered a left bank of
at least 60-80 degrees slight nose-up
attitude. The nose of the airplane
pitched down, but the wings rolled
level. During the descent, the airplane collided with several trees, then
a fence and the ground.
The airplane came to rest in a
backyard of a house, and according to

.

.
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According to another witness, the
1
Douna,wesr
of runway 32 about 150-200feetabove
ground level, and the engine was running with no evidence of sputtering.
The airplane entered a shallow left
bank which increased and the nose of
the airplane pitched down. The airplane descended nose and left wing
low. He further stated that the engine
sound was "steady."
1

F I .

airplane was rlying nonn

r

Personnel Information
Information pertaining to the pilot is contained in the NTSB Factual
Report-Aviation. Additionally, according to Piper Aircraft training
personnel, he had attended the Piper
* ...
.. -*-...
*
.
..
Mallbu 46-5I U Y refresher training
course on July 6-8, 1993. No biennial flight review or instrument competency check were accomplished
during the training. The pilot did
fly twice in a simulator which lasted
- .
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SAFE FLYING!

These reportsare taken from NTSB files
andlor other official US. Government
records.
While
are
.. . .
... they
..
- - ..considered
. - -.
reitable, neltner the Malibu*Miraae
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simulator sessions included the pilot performing one each of an ILS,
localizer back course, and NDB
approaches.
Additionally, two flights were
flown in the airplane, the first on July
6, 1994, which lasted 1.6 hours. The
second flight occurred on July 8,1994,
which lasted 1.6 hours and consisted
of one each VOR, and NDB approaches. The pilot's logbook was not
located; therefore, no determination
could be made as to whether he was
Continued on Page 22

Kevin is an IA who has specialized in MalibuIMiragemaintenance for 14 of his
20 years in general aviation. He is a licensed private pilot with a multi-engine
rating. Kevin recentlyformed his own business, MeadAircraft Services, which
he runs from asmall farm in Inman, Kansas. He will continueto provide support
for the MalibuIMirage fleet in the U.S. and abroad.

Low Cost Maintenance Alternatives
I've never been one to give up easily.
When faced with an unacceptable solution to a problem, I immediately begin
looking for alternatives. Sometimes, I
don't find a suitable alternative at all,
and sometimes, I find one that is only
marginally better than the original. But,
then, there are the times when I uncover
a solution that is almost unbelievably
better than I'd hoped for.
Interestingly, the exhilaration that
results from seeking out (or stumbling
across) acheaper, better, or more elegant
answer is just as rewarding when I do it
on another's behalf as when I myself am
the beneficiary. Happily, I chose aircraft
maintenance, specifically M a l i b m i rage maintenance, as a career.
This job presents me with a virtually
inexhaustible stream of frustrated airplane owners, each complaining about
the wildly expensive or impracticalmaintenance solutions they have been offered. Nothing satisfies me more than
offering these owners another way
around their problems.
In this article, 1'11 tell you about my
favorite easy, inexpensive and perfectly
legal maintenance alternatives. None of
these options is a big secret and some of
you will already be aware of them, but I
talk to enough owners who aren't, that I
think they deserve a mention.
I'd like to begin with vacuum pumps.
In a previous issue, I wrote about Parker

Hannifin's warranty program for Malibu
standby vacuum pumps. I received so
many calls about that article, that I think
the information bears repeating. Many
Malibu owners are under the impression
that a new standby vacuum pump for
their airplaneis only availablefrom Piper.
The current list price for this pump is
$3823.00, making it a pretty unpalatable
solution. In fact, if you approach Parker
Hannifin directly, in many cases they
will trade a brand new pump for your
defective one at no charge.

belt manufacturer with the hope of ordering one directly at a lower price.
They are prohibited from selling belts
outright by an agreement with Piper.

My favorite solution to this problem is to have the belts rewebbed.
When I have this done, it costs about
$50.00 per belt and takes about a week.
I usually do this at annual time, since
the airplane will be down anyway.
But if you are in a hurry, it can be
accomplished even quicker for a small
additional charge. This is an FAAIn an industry where manufacturer approved repair that comes with docuresponses to defective products are fre- mentation, and results in a new looking
quently less than satisfying (ask anyone belt in the color of your choice.
following the saga of Piper SB 1027),
Alternator replacement is a fact of
Parker Hannifin should get credit for
enthusiastically stepping up to the plate life for most Malibmirage owners.
on this one. Every time I've asked for a Since Malibu alternators are more expump replacement,I've received it, usu- pensive, 1'11 concentrate on those. A
new unit costs more than $2,000.00, and
ally overnight.
a TCM factory overhauled unit more
than
$1,000.00. But, there is another
If your 400 series vacuum pump rechoice.
I'm referring to a field overquires replacement, an exchange rebuilt
hauled
unit,
and finding one is easy. I
unit can be had for $500.00, a bargain
compared to the $1389.00 new price. can almost always find just the overOne reason this is such a great deal is that hauled, certified alternator my customer
rebuilt pumps carry the same warranty needs sitting on someone's shelf, ready
as new units, and in my experience,have to be shipped overnight to me. On the
delivered service lives that compare fa- occasions when the needed unit isn't in
stock, I've never had to wait more than
vorably to new units.
two days for one to be made ready and
For some reason, I've seen a lot of shipped. And, I've never paid more than
frayed shoulderharnesses this year. I've $450.00, a price much easier for most
also talked to a few owners reeling (no owners to take. And, once again, the
pun intended) from shoulder harness warranty and performance of the field
sticker shock. Piper is the only source overhauled units will be comparable to
for new harnesses, and charges around that of a new unit.
$350.00 per belt. Don't bother to call the

Continued on Page 8
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Malibu Maintenance - Continued from Page 7

Replacing damaged exhaust components is another case where there is
tremendous potential for savings. Since
burned, warped, or cracked turbo transition tees are very common, I'll use these
as my example. A new transition tee
from TCM carries a list price of
$3645.68. I always offer customers the
option of having their tee repaired. Unfortunately, exchange units are not easy
to find, but I've found that most repair
facilities try to be accommodating and
usually have no trouble repairing these
in three or four days. I've even managed
to get one day turns on occasion.
Repaired components are FAA approved, and in some cases, are visually
indistinguishable from new units and
should cost no more than $900.00. The
key to a satisfying experience with exhaust component repairs is good communication with the repair facility. I
always call ahead to warn them that a
component is coming their way, inquire
about the expected turn time and give
specific repair instructions. I also make
sure I include complete, written repair
instructions and time limitations in the
box with the component.
What if your Malibu (assuming
TSI0520) dual stage fuel pump fails? It
isn't necessary to shell out the $7269.00
for a new unit. If you are really attached
to your specific fuel pump and would
like to have it repaired, often this can be
accomplished for around $1500.00.
Or, you can take advantage of TCM
SB #97-13 which allows you to exchange your dual stage pump for a
single stage pump. The cost of an
exchange factory overhauled single
stage pump is running about $600.00.
Currently, availability of factory overhauled units is very good.
Mirage owners have especially easy
access to field overhauled fuel pumps,
which will cost around $500.00. Still a
good deal when compared to an $825.00

MalibuMrage Magzine
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factory rebuilt unit. So, just imagine
that one of you is unlucky enough to be
experiencing all of the above mentioned
problems simultaneously.
Don't despair (well, maybe a little
despair is justified). Just by choosing
the alternative solutions I've suggested,
you could save up to $1 1,153.00, and
still have the satisfaction of knowing

you've purchased perfectly acceptable,
FAA approved, fully warranted parts.
If you are fortunate enough to only
be experiencing one or two of the above
mentioned problems and need more information about the alternative solutions I've suggested, please give me a
call at 3 16-585-2180.
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Conceived by Piper.
ueslgnea ~y nper. wn ~ISObum ~y rtper. And that means it's
designed and built from something substential. Like years of
experience. Yews of quality. Years of being recognized and
respected for producnrg some of the world's best-built aircraft.
%m#leiWierr is

uMm& tketlEl jft

tS.
A light, agile,

~ t u r b a p r o p ~ t h e ~ ~ ~ y o u candr a v e ,
the superb performance and world-wide service you've come to
expect from Piper. And it'saffordable. You can own two Meridians
for the price of one of our competitors' aircraft.

W ~ I M$s~-&m&m~&
H ~ ~

lt is desigd, backed

and built by Piper. A company with the experience and resources
to turn paper into product.
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m y balf of M-MWKs total mk113besahipwaapreaKmtatKarPsaeCQ- hatotaid
385 m p l e
~plevioua,~~~lveanti~~~~harc~
zlwrc~thigylear*spi.lst
wes tbe highest eva. Tba: cxmwatks
bmkeamwbmdcrtberrertopds,W
inga sokl-~ut13,000 quare f a of ex-

any case, the total number of OA acci- Braly of GAMI. Braly pmwnted evidence that any piston engine should be
dents is at its lowest level since 1938.
run well lean of peak. While the premThenews for Malibu/hrlirageowners tation and data were persuasive, the auis less encouraging. An ASF Safety dience was divided on the issue. Other
Review of thePA-46, completedin 1991 experts such as Victor Sloan of Victor
and updated in 1997, demonstrates that Aviation and Henry Van Kesteren conbetween 1984 and 1997, a total of 69 tinue to advocate richsf-peak operaaccidents were recorded. The overall tions, as does Lycoming. So with advonumber of Malibu/Mirageaccidents per cates on both sides of the fence, the ricW
1 0 0 ,hours
~ flown has increasedin the leansf-peak debate rages on. Elements
last 6 years, although serious accidents of this question were raised throughout
have declined somewhat. About 17 the convention in a number of meetings
planes per 100 (considering the entire
fleet)have been involved in an accident,
aad a b u t 7 per la) were serious.
Surprisingly, fatal accidents in the
1997 update involved pilots with
greater time than in the original study. lerrdiog a discnsugion cibout Continental
f m t k InPerhaps most disturbing, IMC acci- engines, and Rpcx
dents have nearly doubled betwten fumationandu,Ueridian'sadvaaced
The first of tvya pilot-+lot
1991 and 1997, compared tothe aridwqqdupthe&y'swor&but
nal review.
not the festivities. Umvinding from a
In light of these safety concerns, hard day ofedndsn andd&te,pilots,
the question of supporting a new ASP spoueesandvffldorsmixltdata~
update was raiwd duriag @ebusiness Ceception, followed by a pt-awphted
meeting. A~~~
v d t o dinnpb. For those not yet W,a pub
give the kpaid'autharity to fund a full crawl chdknged thrwre strong In body
ASF update; with comp,rarisonsto cam- and ~pirit.
parableaimaft, 'Ibetotalcostofthe
study will be a h a t $18,000. Details
wen left to t
h
e
~ mucm
~
g
0f ~ 1 ~ t hfomllin~,
I g if my,
ths passibility of including future up
datesinttbep&eofthc!~t~oat.

four blade prop and Victor Aviation's
engine modifications. A presentationby
ently rememberedto reserveahotelroom, David Conover on after market add-ons
but neglected to register for the meeting. andenhancementsfinished off the morning of the second day.
Second,in responseto previous complaints that spouses have to pay the full
Followingan excellentvendor-sponregistration fee, Albertsexplainedclearly sored lunch, engines again took center
that the greatest costs are associatedwith stage in concurrent sessions, with Bill
the three meals offered each day, cock- Foreman examining engine monitoring
tail parties and the pinch hitter course, in systems, and Lycoming examining that
which spousesparticipate. Seminarsand company's powerplants. The concuracademic sessions, which are not at- rent academic sessions continued into
tended by spouses, are not a major cost the late afternoon, with JetPropstrutting
relative to the total
its stuff in one session, while human
factors and survival were presented in
Third,Alberts noted that the ven- the other by Larry "Bo" Boshers of the
dors, as sponsors of the welcoming re- Civil AeromedicalInstitute (CAMI). Bo
ception, cocktail hours, coffee breaks, offered a lively presentation about spaand a breakfast, lunch .and dinner each tial disorientation, and GA physiolday, are critical to the success of the ogy. About 14% of all GA accidents
convention, and provide a significant involve spatial disorientation, and of
subsidy tocattendees. The cost per per- those, 90% are fatal, so it is a subject
son this year was on the order of $500, worthy of attention.
but MmMOPA was able to keep the registration fee to $350perpersondue to the
Pilots were encouraged to take adgenerosityof these vendors. In addition, vantage of the mobile unit that CAMI
pilots searching for information, prod- has a h a b l e to induce spatial disorienucts or materials for Malibus and Mi- tation in even the most experienced pirages benefit from having a large group lots. Such a unit was available in the
of ven,& from all reaehes of the coun- vendor area, and many attendees took
try pehikg tbeb w w s in one conve- advantage of the opportunity. Bo also
nientplw. invited all pilots to visit the CAI@ facility in OklahomaCity tc.~takei6Ylight"in
The b a d discussed the possibility their high-altitude chamba in mder to
ofdigitizingthe Referace Manual oats expe&ce first-hand the debilitating
a C=D ROM, or onto the Internet, in a effects of h p x i a : CAM1 also &ers
searchable PDF format (Acrobat
ConlkruedanPege36
Reader), or perhaps both. The board
also announced that starting October 1,
1999, M*MUPA will have a dedicated
help line. At the other end of the line
will be Kevin Mead,who will offer his
abundant expertise to members. Tbe
help line will be implemented on a
trial basis for six months. Finally, the
board rquested that all members u p
date theirpersonal i n f o d o n (phone
numbers, addresses, tail numbers) using the web site.
Businessand financeweresupplanted
by more ~ u s s i o o of
s engines during
the late marning session. Victor Sloan
and Henry Van Kestemn discussed the
meritqnf the Continental550engine,the

I-

CALLus AT 404-355-9682
FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF COMPONENTS AND PRICES,

PLASTECH
CORPORATION
2080 GENERAL
TRUMAN
STREET,
N.W.

ATLANTA,
GEORGIA
30318

FAX:404-355-5410

The following is a direct quote
from FAA Certification
Flight Tests:
(Temperatures are corrected to
simulate a 100 degree F day.)

Your Malibu is eligible to have a TCM TSIO 550C engine installed rated at 350 HP, derated to 310 HP.

"The TSIO-550-C engine is very well
cooled in this installation; qualitatively,
based on my previous experience, it
runs cooler than the original TS10-520BE engine. Max corrected CHT in MCP
climb is 364 degrees F, giving a margin
of 96 degrees F below the limit of 460
degrees F. Max corrected CHT at
25,000 feet "best economy" leaned
cruise at 262 HP (75% of engine's max
rating of 350 HP) is 403 degrees F,
giving a margin of 57 degrees F below
the limit of 460 degrees F. ...[It] is much
easier to manage in cruise, without the
50 degree F "lean-of-peak TIT
requirement."

NEW- TCMR
REBUILT - TCM '
(Subjectto manufa
This includes new isolation mounts,
FAA STC Number SA003

,

(FORMERLY VK LEASING, INC.)

/

Available for your 520 or 550 Malibu
and for your Mirage.
Enjoy the benefits of vibration free flying with
reduced noise level and increased performance.

.

CALL . .WE WILL FAX OWNER COMMENTS.

Price $13,700 outright
h Installed and balanced at our facility for $250. No freight charge and no sales

tax on STC items installed in Florida. Your shop can buy this propeller and STC
from us. Work out installation, crating and freight charges with them.

&e
Aviation Sales, Inc. office complex, as
pictured, is located on Denver's Centennial
Airport. Our facility combines modern office
space with attached hangars. Full FBO
amenities are available.

d 4 n e Malibus are based on Centennial Airport.
Seven of those are Mirages and were sold new by
the Aviation Sales, Inc. marketing personnel.
Aviation Sales, Inc. also enjoys the privilege of
selling numerous previously owned Malibus &
Mirages of high quality worldwide.
Our marketing department continuously follows
the MalibuMirage market. They are constantly
seeking high quality aircraft to purchase for our
inventory.
@%r Maintenance department with state of
the art equipment, employs only full-time

Z.A.qualified mechanics..
Our computer printed log book entries,
service publication compliance and tail to
spinner component history reports impress
not only our customers, but sales and
maintenance facilities alike.
We respect you our customer and your
aircraft. Our "Attention to Detail"
philosophy extends from the work we
perform, through our paperwork, to our
level of customer service.

DENVER-

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE:
1989 Mirage - 1960 TT,770 SFREMAN, "0"
STOH, King IFR w/KNS-8 1, KFC-150 APIFD,
KLN-90A & Gamin GPSs, WX- 1000, Argus
5000, Copilot Instr., Ice, ~ i r ,Fuel
' Mgmt. System,
5 Disc CD, Intercom and Tanis Engine Heater.
1994 Mirage - 7 19 'IT, " 0 STOH, King IFR
wIKNS-80 RNAV, KLN-90A GPS, KFC- 150
APIFD, RDS-8 1 Radar, WX- 1000+ Stormscope,
Argus 5000 Moving Map, Copilot Instr., Ice,
Spoilers, Intercom and Shadin Miniflow

I'

I
NOW AVAILABLE WITH A N
OPTIONAL INCREASED
MAXIMUM
TAKE-OFF WEIGHT OF
9,920 LBS.

PC-12 specijkaions include:
) Cruise Speed 270 kts.
) Range exceeding 1,6OO n.m.
) Operates to 30,000 ft.
) King Air size cabin
) 4.5 x 4.5 Cargo Door
) Flushing Potty
Since 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd. has been an aircraft manufacturer in Stans, Switzerland.
Pilatus is one of the leading PT-6A powered manufacturers in the world.

AVIATION SALES, INC.
Centennial Airport
12260 E. Control Tower Road
Englewood, Colorado 80112

Phone (303) 799-9999

Piper

""1
E
7 1h Ih

SERVICE CENTER

We would like to welcome our new
members who have joined since the last
edition of the Malibu-Mirage magazine.

Dan Dorsch
Tampa, FL
Dan apparently has a new 1999 Mirage on order since he marked the serial
number and tail number "TBD. Congratulations, Dan, on your new aircraft
and on joining M-MOPA!

Wolfgang Mohr
D-EIWM
Hofheim, Germany
Wolfgang has a new 1999 Mirage.
He is an entrepreneur. He is multi engine, IFR rated and has over 4,000 hours
flying time. Welcome, Wolfgang!

Ted G. Arms
N313JM
Livonia, MI
Ted is President of Stegner Electric
Controls, Inc. He has a 1987 Malibu with
a 550 conversion and a 4 blade prop.

David Sullivan
Menlo Park, CA
David is an entomologist and owner
of Zanus Corporation. He currently owns
an M20K/G, with a Rocket conversion.

Charles E. Deyhle
Canyon, TX
Charles is a Consulting Veterinarian. His company has the unusual
name of Over & Out, Inc., which is
really great for a pilot! He also is a

7,000 hour ATP Multi and has a 1998
Mirage under contract.

Mason has a 1989 Mirage. His is a
1,600hour pilot with an Instrumentrating.

Jerry B. Fussell
N1280K
Wilson, WY

Michael Callen
N9278X
Potomac, MD

Jerry is retired and has a 1998Mirage
equipped with spoilers. He holds a Commercial license and has 1,078 hrs.

Michael is a consultant and has a
1996 Mirage. His is instrument rated
and holds a Multi-engine rating as well.

Robert Mills
N963WF
San Rafael, CA

Jeff Schweitzer
Spicewood, TX

Robert is an Attorney and owns a
1999 Mirage with TCAS and GEM.

Dr. Bruce R. Douglas
Rochester, MN
Bruce is currently shopping for a
Malibu. He is aphysician with the Mayo
Clinic.

Jeff is a Consultant with Regulatory Interlinx, Inc. and is an 1,100
hour Private pilot.

Michael Bills
N58BL
Charlottesville.VA

Walter McCook
Shreveport, LA

Michael and Walter Bills have a 1984
Malibu. Michael is a 260 hrs Pvt, Instrument rated pilot. Walterhas 8,700 hours,
MEL SEL and Boeing 707, 720 Inst.
CFI ratings.

Walter is owner of Custom-BiltCabinet & Supply, Inc. in Shreveport. He
holds SEL, MEL, and Instr. ratings.

Michael S. Harshman
N299M.J
Youngstown, OH

Dr. Martin H. Beerman
N4385K
Sandusky, OH

Michael is an Attorney and has 700
hours and an Instrument rating.

Martin is a physician and has recently purchased a Malibu. He is a
Private, Instrument rated, 1,300 hour
pilot.

Mason H. Robertson
N91734
Huntsville, AL

Charles R. Easley
N9095S
Athens, TX
Charles is a tax consultant and a
rancher. He has a Malibu and has over
6,000 hrs. total time. He holds a Commercial license and Instrument rating.
Continued on Page 20
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MMOPA Headquarters- Continued from Page 19

Shaun Hughes
Everett, WA

Dr. Buck owns a 1984Malibu with a
550conversion engine and4- blade prop.
He is a physician with Doctor's Care,
Inc. in Gadsden.

Shaun holds a Commercial license
and is Instrument rated. He is looking
into buying a Malibu soon.

Rick Cassidy
N135CC
Walnut Creek, CA

Frank "Wes" Howard
N55WH
Colorado Springs, CO

Rick has 750 hours, Pvt, Instrument
rated and has a 1999 Mirage.

Frank is into "Manufacture and other
stuff'. He has a 1999 Mirage and has
1,4OOhours as acomrnercial, SEL, MEL
Instrument rated pilot.

Roger C. Doerr
Vero Beach, FL
Roger is a General Contractor. He is
a 1,500 hour, single and multi-engine
rated Instrument pilot.

Paul Trudeau
N146PM
Las Vegas, NV
Paul is a Contractor. His company is
Hilltop Development, Inc. He has a
1994 Mirage and is a Private pilot with
an Instrument rating.

Victor SIoan
Palo Alto, CA
Victor needs no introduction. He is
very well known in the industry as an
overhaulerof aircraftengines. Welcome,
Victor! Referred by Henry Van Kesteren.

Frank Farwell
N286CM
Madison, WI
Frank was referred by Rick Lemon.
He is a private investor and retired entrepreneur. His first career was as a magazine editor and journalist in New York.

Richard Miller
N6913Z
Lebanon, PA
Richard is an executive with PA Precision Cast Parts, Inc. He has a 1985
Malibu.

Richard Stover
N516RS
Sheffield, MA
Richard is the proud owner of a new
1999Mirage. He is President of Custom
Extrusions, Inc.

Dr. Manuel Casiano
N49KP
Frederick, MD
Dr. Casiano has a 1989 Mirage. He
is a surgeon. He is a Private pilot and is
Instrument rated.

Dr. John Moorehouse
Montgomery, AL
John is a physician with the Alabama Emergency Room Administrative Services, PC in Montgomery. He
is a 4,500 hour Commercial pilot with
an Instrument rating.

Donald Grafton
N455MS
Naples, FL

George Whelen
N24WF
Chester, CT
George is Exec VP of Whelen Engineering, Inc. His is a 1999Mirage based
in Chester.

Charles Post
Plymouth, MA
Charles has a new 1999Mirage coming. The tail number yet to be decided.

Joseph Menter
N463JM
Slinger, WI
Another new Mirage! Joseph is selfemployed and has a Pvt. with Instrument
license.

James R Smith
Laramie, WY
James is retired and is looking for a
Malibu. He has over 1,100 hours and
SEL, MEL and Instrument ratings.

John Krieger
St. Louis, MO
John is Project Manager for Payne
Electric. He is instrument rated and
holds a Commercial license and multiengine rating.

Donald Morris
Kensington, CA
Donald is a PhysicistIInvestor. He is
looking for a good Malibu. He has 500
hours and Private license with an Instrument rating.

Jack McGehee
N529TX
Houston, TX

Donald is an Engineer. He owns a
1995 Mirage and has 1,640hours with a
Commercial pilot's license and Instrument rating.

Jack is a lawyer with McGehee &
Pianelli. He obtained a Private license in
1998 and an instrument rating this year.

Harold is a television executive and
has 3,000 hours and a Commercial with
an Instrument rating. He has currently
made an offer on a plane.

Tom Scott
N144TT
Nantucket, MA

Christopher Milam
N92735
Austin, TX

Dr. Roger S. Buck
N637BE
Gadsden, AL

Tom is a partner in Flying Turtle
LLC. He has a 1999 Mirage which he
bases at Nantucket Memorial.

Christopher is a Real Estate Developer. He has a 1996 Mirage based in
Lakeway, Texas.

Harold Protter
University City, MO

MaIihMirap Magazine
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Continued on Page 39

1. What should be done with the
position of the elevator when using the
deice boots to remove ice?
2. You have inflated your boots to
shed ice, and they will not deflate. As the
pilot, what can you do to get them to pull
back down (in)?
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3. You have turned on the prop heat.
How do you know if it's operating propxly prior to entering ice?

Lester Kyle
Lester has accumulated more than
12,000 hours of instruction of which 80
percent or more is in the Malibu and
Aerostar. He spent three years a s a
Marine Air Wing crew chief on
helicopters transporting troops to the
front line. Lester holds a Bachelor
degree in Math and Physics from ICS.
A graduate of the Spartan School of
Aeronautics with an A&P license, he
later went on to give instruction in the
maintenance program at Spartan. A
graduate of Riverside Airlines with an
ATP, CFII, MEI, a s well a s a Seaplane
rating, Lester instructed at the Piper
Training Center from 1984, at which
time Lester's Aircraft Training was
formed.

4. When using the pneumatic boots
to shed ice, how do you know from the
pilot's seat if the cycle worked properly
when it is not possible to see the boots?

5. Icing conditions at night, and the
boots are not visible due to frost on the
windows or inoperative ice light. When
would you activate the boots?

6. Flying through a frontal system,
you have just encountered freezing
drizzle that was not reported. What is
your obligation to ATC, and is your
aircraft approved for this?
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7. The pneumatic boots have a maximum speed at which they may not be
able to shed ice. What is that, and what
temperature should they not be inflated?
8. Your approach speed for landing
after recent or present icing conditions
should be?

bUI I V W IllUII LVVV
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September 20 24,2000
Renaissance Harbourplace Hotel
Baltimore, Maryland

9. You have been flying in icing
conditions but are now back in the clear.
When should the alternate engine air be
moved back to primary position?
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10.Why must the alternate engine air
be put on prior to any possible icing
conditions?
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NTSB Reports - Continued from Page 6

instrument current according to 14CFR
Part 61.57 @)(I). According to the
pilot's son, who is a pilot, his father was
instrument current.
Aircraft Information
Information pertaining to the airplane is contained in the NTSB Factual
Report-Aviation, and NTSB Form
6120.4 Supplements A and B. Additionally, review of the aircraft logbook
revealed that the last recorded altimeter
and pitot static system check occurred
on July 23, 1987.
Meteorological Information
A surface observation was taken at
1438, at the Eglin Air Force Base,
Valparaiso, Florida, which revealed
the following conditions existed; the
ceiling was measured to be 700 feet
broken, 3,000 feet overcast, visibility
was 3 miles with light rain, the wind
was from 080 degrees at 6 knots and
the altimeter setting was 30.10 in Hg.
Eglin AFB is located about 326 degrees magnetic and 6 nautical miles
from the accident airport.
Communications
The pilot was in contact with Eglin
Air Force Base Approach controllerand
was executing the ASR approach to
runway 32 at the Destin-Fort Walton
Beach Airport, Destin, Florida. At
1403.10, the accident pilot contacted
the approach controller and advised that
the flight was level at 4,000 feet. The
approach controller acknowledged and
advised the pilot of the above mentioned weather observation.
The pilot acknowledged this and
asked if the current altimeter setting
was 30.11 in Hg, to which the controller responded in the affirmative. The
controlleradvised the pilot of the heading and altitude to fly in the event of
lost communications. The approach

.

.
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located. The engine was removed for a
test run at the manufacturer's facility in
Mobile, Alabama, in the presence of an
FAA inspector. Certain components
were replaced due to impact damage
At 1419.58, the approach control- (listed in the FAA's report) and the
ler advised the pilot that the flight was engine was started and found to operate
over the missed approach point, and if to 2610 rpm. According to the type
the approach lights are not in sight, certificate data sheet No. A25S0, the
climb and maintain 1,000feet turn left maximum rpm is 2600 from sea level
heading 250 degrees. About 9 sec- to 24,000 feet.
onds later, the pilot advised that the
Medical And Pathological
airport was in sight, and that he would
be circling to land. The approach
Postrnortemexaminationswere concontroller stated that he may proceed
visually and cancel the IFR clearance ducted on the pilot and passenger by
when on the ground or through the Edmund R. Kielman, M.D. The cause
Destin Unicom. There were no fur- of death for the pilot was listed as interther two-way radio communications nal exsanguination due to transected
with the pilot of the accident airplane. thoracic aorta and cardiac ruptures. The
cause of death for the passenger was
According to the individual moni- listed as internal exsanguination due to
toring the UNICOM radio at the desti- traumatic transection of thoracic aorta.
nation airport, the accident pilot did not
Toxicological examination was
contact the UNICOM frequency.
conducted on specimens of the pilot
Review of recorded radar data re- by the FAA Toxicology and Accident
vealed that the last recorded radar return Research Laboratory. The results were
was at 1418.38. At that time, the alti- negative for carbon monoxide, cyatude indicated 1,300 feet, and the air- nide, volatiles, and tested drugs.
plane was at 30.21.51N latitude, and Dextromethorphan was detected in the
086.25.34W longitude. At that time, the blood (.094 uglml, uglg) and urine.
airplane was about 3 nautical miles Additionally, salicylate (12.500 ugl
ml, uglg) was detected in the urine.
southeast of the airport.

controller issued headings and altitude during the approach and advised
the pilot that the minimum descent
altitude (MDA) is 440 feet.

Wreckage And Impact

Fire

Examination of the accident site revealed that the airplane collided with
trees during a nose and left wing low
descent, then the airplane collided with
a wooded fence and the ground. The
airplane came to rest about 15 feet from
a house. Both wings were separated
outboard from the landing gear which
was extended. Additionally, the left
horizontal stabilizer was separated.

According to the fire department,
the postcrash fire was extinguished using a 1-314 foam line.

Examination of the flight controls
revealed no evidence of pre impact failure or malfunction. The fuel filterldrain
was checked for contaminants; none
were found. The right magneto switch
was "on", but the left switch was not

Survival Aspects
Examination of the wreckage revealed that the lapbelt attach point on
the right side of the seat for the furthest
aft right seat failed due to overload. The
malelfemale ends of the buckle were
connected.
Additional Dafdlnformation
The wreckage was released to Mr. H.
Joe Kothe on March 15,1994.

number of problems and many problems
only show up in the field once they are
placed in service. Once a manufacturer
identifies a problem, they usually react
quickly to find a solution.
However,dealing with vendors and the
FAA, while attempting to keep a production process moving, places a manufacturer in a precarious position, and from the
consumerside,it can become very frustrating. In most cases, there is a great deal of
effort and expense being expended to find
solutionsto the problem, but the consumer
is the last to know.

to reduce the potential of future cracking. It has been reported in a high
percentage of engines with sump
cracks, the turbo bracket link that is
attached in this area was found to be
broken. The current theory is that
once the link breaks, it allows the right
hand turbocharger to induce stress on
the lower bolt and causes the crack.

However, there have been cases
where cracks have been found when the
link was not broken. There is, currently,
no service bulletin or instruction in print
but this is an area that warrants inspection. If the right hand turbo is changed or
We have received a number of re- the exhaust is removed for routine slip
ports from individuals while complying joint sizing, this is an excellent time to
with ServiceBulletin 997, (radomewing inspect this area.
~erwle~dviso;for he N&V Pi~erAircraft
rib reinforcement). During the compliwith a responsibility of seven ort the astern
states.
Several weeks ago, a Malibu had an
ance, it has been noted that many of the
ribs are buckled and have cracks devel- in-flight engine fire and landed safely at
A
. . oraduate
-. -- - -.- of
- . Soartan
- - .- School
- - - - of
oping. Fortunately,the damaged section the nearest airport. The incident is still
Aeronautics. David is an FAA licensed
of the rib is removed when the service under investigation, but early indicaAirframe and Powerplant mechanic.
bulletin is complied with. There are still tions are that a leak in the exhaust system
Additionally, he holds a Private Pilot1
a number of aircraft that have not com- was causing raw exhaust to enter the
Instrument License and is MalibuMrage
plied
with this servicebulletin, and based engine compartment. The exhaust caused
qualified.
on these in-the-field reports, this is a considerable damage in the engine area,
burned the forward hydraulic lines, and
bulletin that should be addressed.
caused the prop control cable to bind.
here has been a great deal of
There have been reports by several The exact origin of the exhaust leak has
activity in the past few months.
Many of the comments that I facilities of cracked sumps on the been reported as a turbocharger clamp.
have received are related to the Lycoming engine. The specific area is Turbocharger clamps require regular inpowerplant or related accessories. In on the right hand side of the engine spection for torque and security and
many cases, as with the fuel pumps on where the lower attachment bolt of the should be safetied in accordance with
the Lycoming engine or the crankshaft turbocharger bracket attaches. The area Piper Service Bulletin 884.
on the Teledyne engine, it seems to be a can be visually inspected from the wheel
By now, the Kansas City Convention
vendor related problem. We have heard well once a technician knows exactly
that Lycoming has really stepped up what to look for. The cracking occurs will be a pleasant memory. In the next
their quality control on the incoming where the bolt threads into the engine issue, I will provide a recap from the
fuel pumps, and on some shipments,they sump. If cracking is identified, it will service clinic inspectionsperformed conrequire that the engine be slightly raised currentlywith the convention. As always,
have rejected a large number of them.
off the mount and the sump removed and I appreciateyour comments and look forBy the time this article comes to print, replaced. Both portions of the sump ward to hearing aboutany servicedifficulmost of the affected pumps will probably must be changed as an assembly since ties that have been encountered. I can be
reached on the airframe section of the
have been inspected, and Lycoming will they are a matched set.
M-MOPA web site, at 410-574-4144 or
have instituted steps to reduce these probLycoming has modified the re- emailed at dconover@skytechinc.com.
lems in the future. Unfortunately,incoming qualitycontrolcan only catch acertain placement sumps in the suspect area
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THISSECTION
IS DEVOTED

TO L E ~ R S COMMENTS,
,
ADVICE AND GENERAL

INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE MaMOPAWOULD LIKE TO SHARE.
PLEASESEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: RUSSCAAUWE,
MALIBU*MIRAGE

OWNERS
AND ~ O T ASSOCIATION,
S
P. 0. Box 1 8 2 4 , FREMONT,
NEBRASKA
68025 l FAX: (402) 753-0765
To the Membership:
Columbus Isle Fly-in, April 17Ith with Flight Leader Bill Prymak.
iturday 0800 hours, all aircraft at
e run-up area and ready to go VFR
rect to Georgetown, Exuma. Re~estedaltitude 15,500, Miami Cenr on the #2 COM.
This was the beginning of a great
cation at Club Med on the island of
m Salvador. It all started a few
onths back with a letter from Bill
lling of the Club Med-Columbus
le, tennis-snorkeling-scuba-sailingind surfing, and the food. If you
te French cooking, this was the
ace for you.
One thing that made the trip was
1 the way down to Georgetown,
here we cleared customs is that we
ere always near an island. There
ere plenty of runways that were
ithin gliding range. If all else failed,
)u would at least be on a beach. The
ew flying over the islands of the
ahamas was spectacular. lOOLL at
eorgetown was the best gas price in
Continued on the Next Page
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Check-In - Continued from the Previous Page

the islands, and it came with a very cold
soda of your choice.

An open letter to Henry Van Kesteren
Dear Henry:

It has been just over one year since
Customs and immigration' were you and Doug installed the four blade
fiiendly, and we were on our way for the prop on my 1987 310 Malibu. As you
short 95 mile flight to San Salvador. An may remember, my early reaction was
8,000 feet brand new runway, with a that the new prop had a much lower
special parking area reserved for our noise level, but beyond that, I could not
flight of MalibuJMirages, was waiting see much value in my investment.
for us. We were met at our parking area
We had a problem with the de-icers
by the Club Med bus, and then, the fun
started. We had a big welcome with on the new prop, which I must say was
music, island drinks, check-in, and then, very discouraging, adding to my conwe were shown to our lovely air-condi- cern over my decision to go with the
tioned rooms. We arrived in time for a new prop. It also appeared that I
terrific lunch, and then, it was time to actually lost five knots of true airstart playing which never stopped for a speed at high altitudes. To say the
whole week. Columbus Isle is a flagship least, I was quite discouraged and
Club Med-Deluxe in every way. It was maybe a little vocal about my feelings. To top it all off, we developed an
a pleasure to be there.
oil leak in the seals of the prop, which
ALLof this special service was made was slinging oil onto the cowling and
possible by Mr. Bill Pryrnak's effort in windshield.
putting this trip together. He did a grand
As I look back on all of this, I must
job! Thanks for all your hard work, Bill,
and now, where is our next trip going to say that you and Doug were very responsive and prompt in taking care of my
take us?
problems. The service that you provided
in regard to the de-icing problem was
Ken Lohrnann
excellent. Your personal attention was
very much appreciated.
Dear Sy:
The real surprise came when you
Gradual loss of power on flight from went the extra mile and provided me
Palm Springs to Las Vegas. Small piece with a two blade prop while mine was
of gasket material found lodged in being repaired for the oil leaks. This
wastegate, keeping it from closing. No saved me a lot of down time and elimisource of gasket could be found on fur- nated what might have been a costly
ther exam. Was this from prior wash? inconvenience. The real treat came on
my first take-off roll with the replaceOr from factory??
ment two blade prop. How quickly we
forget.
..
Ronald Ebel, 503/585-5595

As I advanced the throttle and began
rolling, I became concerned that something was wrong. It seemed like the
airspeedwouldnever reach eighty knots.
Finally, as it came up and I rotated, the
tower called. I had to increase the volume on the radio in order to hear the
controller. The two blade prop was so
loud, and along with the added vibration, you could really see the value of
the four blade.
I made about three trips with the two
blade and very quickly realized how
much I missed the four blade. On the
fourth trip, I lost an exhaust valve in the
number one cylinder and destroyed a
turbocharger in the process. After I
landed, the engine was inspected, and
we found compression quite low in one
other cylinder, so, we decided to do a top
overhaul.
Victor Aviation quickly built up six
new cylinders to the "Black Edition"
specification to match the overhaul I
had done fourteen hundred hours ago.
Along with two new turbochargers, I
was back in the air in two weeks and on
my way back to St. Petersburg to have
you re-install my freshly overhauled
four blade prop.
Again, your service and attention to
detail was fantastic. The new balancing
equipment you have really did a great
job. With the four blade prop back on, I
was able to turn the radio volume down,
and guess what, with the new cylinders
my airspeed was back to normal.
Henry, now that I had an opportunity to go back to the two blade, I
cannot tell you how much I appreciate
the four blade. It is fantastic!! The
smoothness and sound level is worth
every penny.
Thanks again for your assistance and
standing behind your product. Please be
sure to use me as a reference for anyone
doubting the advantage of going to a
four blade prop.
Donald M. Jacobson, President
Peerless Woodworking Corp.
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As New Plper's

SALES

SU-

thoriud
let for seven
sslrs
Middle
outAtlantic States from
Pennsylvsnis to South Clroiinr, SkyTlch hss Idthe nation in the
u l e of new and pre-owned Yellbus m d Mirrgw for the past eight
years in s row. Wetreck tho pre-owned Mrlibu mrrket serial numberby-serialnumber worldwide, and are the only company in tho U.S. to
receive drily updates on Yaiibu trrnsrctionr from the FAA. Our
knowledgeot rvsilrbie units and soiling prices rllowr us to position
our inventory 8s the best VALUES in the market. Additlonrlly, all of
our Melibus a n thorough.ly Inspeoted by our Service Department to
insure that your new Mriibu's mechanical condition is compieteiy
up-to-date, m d that all rppllcabk Service Letters m d Service Bulletins have been addremod.

TIRED OF TRWNG TO FIND A RUNWAY

SkyT~ir~tomnoumUw#rHrbli~of~FMrpprovrdHeATeD
existing I H o t ~ - b l y m d p r o v # r r a M v W i t y r d d r l i n , ~ ~ o
owtywrwiRdrAkM,ghwrcrlitodkcurrrthrduli~gmdin~ncrAtrrrkryw.r

1997 Mirpge

450 Hours Total Time. King equipped Dual
KX-165 NavlComms, KLN90B GPS, KN-63
DME, KT-71 Transponder, KAS-297B
Preselect, RDR-2000 Radar, WX-950
Stormscope, Co-Pilot Instruments, Transcoil
System, Air Conditioning, Executive Group.
and much more.

Unn,MIRAGE

lT0,Spectoorder. Standard new features:
EMIS Engine Monitoring System, BFG
Smart Boot System, Precise Flight Speed
Brakes, Dual GarminGNS-430's. Available
Options include: Argus 7000CE Moving
~ a p~ , F WXG 1 0 0 0 Stormscope,
~
Second
Transponder, and much more. Two-Year
Limited Warranty.

--

Callforinfomationanddetails0nthisExciting
New Generation Turboprop!

I

Visit our web site at Mtp

I

SkyTech is proud to offer the
exciting SIX upgrade for the
Malibu 310P. The Malibu SIX is a
custom interior upgrade that
mu drling aircraft into a league of its own! The SIX conversion includes; a
r
(STCU) composite headliner assembly, redesigned side ledge
1. crl# air distribution, and custom fitted shade assemblies. All this is
rn .hcustom fabrics and leather that is custom tailored to a customer's
The cabin seating is redesigned and completely remanufacturedwith
I
lmIconstruction. Additionally, the SIX includesan 'isodamp' insulation
b
cabin noise and improve the insulationproperties of the aircraft.

tis tailored for the very discriminate owner who wants the finest
sbrmfinement available. We a h proud to announce that SIX conversions
-QUEEN OF THE FLEET awards at the ~revious
two M-MOPA conventions.
P mto bea "QUEEN SWEEP!" ~ i r i r a fwith
t the SIX conversion carried
d in the MAUBU CLASS! Additionally, our modified SIX package took
aLnan in the MIRAGE class! To add the icing to the cake, an SIX also won
ISOKNCE AWARD!
-rho

wants a moretraditionalapproachto interiorenhancement, %Tech

SkyTech's FAA-Certified Repair Station and Piper-Authorized Service
Facility employs 22 maintenance and
avionics specialists. Four of our
techniciansalsohold FAA InspectionAuthorization Certificates. Our extensiveexperience
with the Malibu and Mirage has allowed SkyTech to become the largest ~ a l i b u l ~ i r a ~ e
Service in the U.S. in addition to our extensive hands-onexperience we are firm believers
in factory training. We currently have nine maintenance iechnicians that have recently
completed the Piper Maintenance Technician Program.

3ERVICE

Our 18,000 sq. ft. maintenance
facility and customer shuttle
service serves Malibu and
Mirage operators from Canada
to Florida. For customers who
remain overnight, we provide
private office space and a
courtesy car free of charge.

PARTS

Y mmof interioroptionsto fit vour exact swcifications. Pkme contact us

h o r packa& that details all of our pkgrams.

;)(b OERMANENT OBSTRUCTION?
D
B

a

the PA-46 aircraft! The new windshield removes the
If you are tired of looking "around" to see

W flkn' heating area.

la!

'6

*Tech offersafully staffedparts
deoartmentto assist oPerators in
tkiield. ~heirex~erti&
isbacked
up by our Piper Authorized
Distributor Service Advisor for
technical su~portptiestions and
solutions. Si& our inventory is
geared toward the support of the
PA-46aircraft, many parts can be
shipped sameday! Our parts
department sewices customers
throughout theworldandcanoffer
internationalshipping H required.
In addition to new parts we stock
a full assortment of overhauled
Malibuaccessoriesfor exchange.
Our parts department can be
reached at 888-393-3004 or faxed
at 410.574-7844.

Total Customer Support
Since the inception of the Malibu, SkyTech has
been totally engrossed in the Malibu aircraft. Our
total supportconcept has grownfrom a shictlysales
and semce int of view into a co lete s
network. $ have developed the%bu%
Exchange Network capable of servicing Malibu
customers and service facilities anywhere in the
world. Ourparts department continwto grow and
vide services for a wide range of maintenance
achties. Our servicedepartmentcontinuesto lead
the.nation
. in number of Malibus serviced and
mmtamd At this pint, we have
almost eve major
conceivable m every
part of the%.s. h r ~ a l i b enters
u
its second
decade of operation, SkyTech is devoting a great
deal of effort to the maintenance and enhancement
of the existing fleet

I

Scheduled Service
100hr l annual inspections
Pressurization service
Dynamic prop balance
De-ice system troubleshootinglinstallation
Engine replacement/troubleshmting

Avionics
Auto-pilot repair and troubleshooting
Navlcom repairs
Radar installation and &pairs
Plitefone repair'nstallation
GPS installation
IPR certifications
Complete system upgrades
Custom audidvideo Systems

F"

tEP"*

Martin State ~ i r p o r t
Baltimore, MD
4101574-4144
FAX 4101687-2927

In short,no matter what typeof problem or question
you have, SKYTECH, INC. is poised to solve it!

Upgrades 1 Major Repairs
10-550 Conversions

Spoiler installation
Aircraft recovery
replacement
Heated windshields

Custom interim
wig
and

rebuilding
.Complete
fuselage
rebuilding

How TO STRUCTURE
THE OWNERSHIP
OF
YOURAIRCRAFT
Tom Chappell
viation insurance may require
more understanding than any
other line of coveragedue to the
heavy regulation of the FAA, DOT and
other government agencies. Keep in
mind, insurance definitions and coverages do not always coincide with government regulations.
Insurance can be more restrictive in some areas (pilot requirements) and less restrictive in others
(expense reimbursement).
This statement could not be more
vivid than with the most basic of aircraft
ownership questions. How do we structure our aircraft ownership? Should it be
registered as a "C" corporation, an "S"
corporation, an LLC, a partnership or a
proprietorship? How does the FAA view
this ownership structure?

How Should Aircraft
Ownership Be Structured?
I receive as many calls and questions
on this one subject as any other. And, I
must add, there is no simple answer. The
CPA answers the question with tax implications in mind. The attorney and
insurance advisor answer with liability
concerns in mind. The FAA answers
according to the FAA regulations. Realizing all viewpoints are important, prudence would dictate protecting you
against the catastrophic loss first, then
let the CPA do his job last. As far as the
FAA goes, we will get to that later. As
you read this article, keep in mind, I am
an insurance agent, not an attorney.
Please confirm all recommendationswith
your legal and tax advisors prior to f i a l izing your ownership structure.
So, let me talk about the individual
owner. Assume a single owner (individual or corporation) buys an aircraft
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and utilizes the services of an employee
pilot. No matter the limits of liability
purchased, it may not be enough. A
lawsuit could exceed the policy's limit
of liability and leave the owner's assets
exposed. One solution is to own the
aircraft in a shell corporationor a limited
liability company (LLC). This seemingly simple solution may be more complex than you think. What about the
pilot? If he is an employee of the shell
corporation or LLC, liabilityis contained
within that corporate veil.
If, however, he is an employee of the
parent company, an owner pilot, or an
independentcontractorof the parent company, liability could shift in the event of
an accident that was the result of pilot
error to include both the pilot and his
employer. This creates the liability exposure we were trying to prevent. (Save
the FAA question until later.)

What About a Group of Owners?
Whether a corporation, LLC, individual, or partnership, or any combination of these entities, the registered aircraft owner for the group should be a
(shell) LLC or (shell) corporation. In
the event one or more of the members is
a pilot, the veil would insulate the remaining members. In the event one of
the members contracted a professional
pilot, the same protection would exist
for his partners.

the pilot. (Wait on the FAA question.)
So, the best liability solution is to
have the aircraft owned by the shell and
the pilot employed by the shell. If an
owner-pilot operates the aircraft, the remaining partners in the shell would still
have protection.

But, How Does The Shell
Receive Its Money?
The obvious answer, charge the various partners an operatingchargeto cover
all expenses. Now, let's discuss the
FAA question. The FAA says in the old
regulations under part 91 sub-part D or
in the new regulations part 91 sub-part F
that only certain expenses can be reimbursed to the registered owner. If you
read this section, you will see that no
one can operate an aircraft for only the
allowable expenses. Therefore, you
are in a "catch 22". Either you minimize your liability protection under
the shell, or you violate the FARs and
fly illegal charter.
You can rent the aircraft from the
shell and hire a pilot from a source other
than the shell. In no event can the shell
furnish both the aircraft and crew without risking the wrath of the FAA. In
short, the FAA is forcing maximum liability, the very thing we have tried so
hard to avoid.

Maybe There is a Solution
But what about the member or stockholder operating the aircraft? In the
event of pilot negligence any resulting
liability would shift to include the shellcorporation and the negligent member.
This would result in the negligent
member's total dependence upon insurance for protection. Maximum protection could be achieved only if the shell
both owned the aircraft and employed

Form the shell to own the aircraft.
Rent the aircraft through a dry lease for
any amount necessary. Form a second
shell. The second shell would own no
assets but would employ pilots and provide pilot services and aircraft management on a fee basis.
Continued on the Next Page

Insurance - Continued from the Previous Page

An even better solution is for the
FAA to soften its position. That may
have happened. I heard a rumor that the
FAA challenged Executive Jet concerning its part 9 1 / part 135 treatment of its
fractional share, owner's utilization of
its aircraft. Although I have not officially heard the decision, I understand
the FAA dismissed the question.

limits of insurance and the assets of the
corporation or LLC. In this case, the
innocent co-owner is somewhat protected from the actions of his negligent
partner. Of course, we are not dealing
with an employee pilot and the FAA
question does not become an issue.

tions page of the policy. In the event
more than one entity is covered by the
same insurance policy, the amount of
coverage available to defend and indemnify will be diluted to cover the number
of defendants. In no case will the policy
pay more than the policy limit.

If the shell corporation owns both the
aircrafr andfurnishes the crew to an
investor, does that constitute a part
135 exposure?

Do these scenarios apply to joint
hangar ownership?

Miscellaneous Questions
Should the pilot be the employee of the
shell corporation or employed by one
of the investors?

You would be amazed at the times
we see aircraft investors go to great
expense to set up a shell corporation
only to dilute the protection by showing
the pilot as an employee of one of the
investors. Oh, we hear a lot of reasons
why this makes sense. "We have deeper
pockets and can better afford the pilot's
salary." "We have workers compensation insurance and can just add the pilot." In short, they have lost focus. Not
only do they shift the liability to the
employer of the pilot, but they open the
shell to a liability suit from the pilot in
the event he is hurt as the result of
mechanical failure.
What complications are caused
by joint ownership?

Not in the eyes of the insurance company, but the FAA may interpret the
relationship differently.
Is the corporate veil or LLC
a fail-safe protection ?

No. In somejurisdictions, the courts
have allowed the veil to be pierced. Although not fool proof, certain steps can
be taken to improve the corporate
structure's original purpose of limiting
liability. Caution should be taken to
keep the accounting records pure. An
arm's length relationship must be kept
between all legal entities.
How is workers compensation
affected with joint ownership?

Keep in mind the employer of the
pilot has statutory coverage under the
workers compensation policy and statutory protection under the compensation
laws. A non-employer is not covered by
this protection and as a result is subject
to a negligence suit.

Although we continue to see true
partnerships in aircraft ownership, they
most often exist with small pleasure airWhat is cross liability?
craft. This approach can be very scary
when dealing with non-professional piIn situations of joint ownership,
lots. If a pleasure pilot causes injury and
is found negligent while flying his own multiple partners will be named
aircraft, he is totally dependent upon his insureds or additional insureds under
liability insurance for protection. No the same policy. In the event one
matter what form the registered owner partner is injured due to the neglitakes, whether corporationor individual, gence of another partner, is the suit
the negligent owner 1 pilot is operating covered by the common policy? Many
the aircraft under his own pilot's certifi- policies limit cross liability suits.
cate and is personally liable. But, what
What are stacking limits vs.
about his partner? If the aircraft is
diluted limits of liability?
owned as a partnership, the innocent
partner can be drawn into the suit. If
The coverage is limited only to the
owned as a corporation or LLC, however, the judgment should stop with the liability amount stated on the declara-

Absolutely. The same principles
apply. Of course, different policy forms
are involved. Although the general liability exposure in hangar ownership is
less volatile than in aircraft ownership,
the exposure is still significant. As more
services are added for the members such
as fuel or maintenance, the exposure
increases.
Are there tax implications in any of the
shell structures discussed above?

You bet there are. Although I do not
pretend to know the tax law, I am presumptuous enough to caution you about
the possible tax pitfalls. As an example,
if a shell rents the aircraft to its parent
company, an F&E tax liability could
result. The rate of 7% comes to mind.
Depending upon your state, a state sales
tax could be another problem. Call your
CPA. You will need his help.
Does the above article,offer a
foolproof solution?

No. Whetherthe investoris acorporation or individual,and whetherthere is one
investor or many, the corporate veil is
cheap insurance. Keep in mind that pilot
error is the cause of most aircraft losses.

Tom Chappell is president of CS&A
Aviation Insurance, Inc., one of the
largest and most prominent aviation
insurance specialists in the Southeastern United States. Tom has distinguished himself in the area of aviation
risk management and in the placement
of insurance for high performance aircraft. He works extensivelywith FBO's,
maintenance, parts, training and service organizations.
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The Socata TBM 700...
Keep up with
1

0

.

the competition.
(Call W f r more information)

Photo Courtesy of Socata Aircraft

In today's fast paced world you need to have a
"Rocket Ship" like the Socata TBM 700 to keep up
with the competition. With an average cruise
speed of 285 KTAS at 28,000 feet the aircraft will
fly 1175 NM with IFR reserves, luggage, full fuel,
and 3 persons on board.
With over twenty years experience in selling
Corporate Turboprop and Jet aircraft Corporate
Airsearch Int'l has the experience, integrity, and
knowledge to lead your company into the new
millenium. Our company has specialized in the

CALI. THE PROFESSIONALSAT

CAI FOR MORE

INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING NRCRAFT FOR SALE:

Socata TBM 700 for the last several years and all
of our clients have been extremely satisfied with
our service as well as the quality and performance of their TBM 700 aircraft.
For further information on how you can become a
TBM 700 owner please call James P. Hanley, Vice
President, Sales & Marketing for a current listing
of TBM 700's for sale or to arrange a demonstration flight. Our company can facilitate a trade of
your current aircraft for a TBM 700.

1999 TBM 700, FULLY
EQUIPPED
N w IARGE
DOOR,2-YWRW
m
1997 TBM 700,265 HOURTOTALTIME
EFIS, LIKE NEWCONDITION, WARRANTY
1995 TBM 700,525 HOURS
TOTALTIME
EFIS, FREON
A
R
I, NICE PAINT& INTERIOR

SOCATA

CORPORATE
AIRSEARCH
IMEWATIONAL. NC.

GROUPE AEROSPATIALE

150 E. Palmetto Pk. Rd., Suite 550, Boca Raton, FL 33432 Tel: 561.750.8221 Fax: 561.750.6221
www.CaiJets.com email: cai@CaiJets.com

Dick was our MoMOPA President for 1994 and 1995. A retired USAF Colonel with
28 years of Active, Guard, and Reserve time with about 2500 hours in fighters a s a
USAF Flight Surgeon, he is currently an Anesthesiologist in Austin, Texas. Dick has
been a member of the M-MOPA family since a year after its conception. His hobbies
are camping, backpacking, scuba diving, sailing, fishing, computers, and driving his
truck, but his greatest love is flying his Malibu.

lhveler's Diarrhea
raveler's Diarrhea (TD),
Montezuma's Revenge, Delhi
Belly, the Runs, the double-exit
flu, the "-".
These are expressions
often used by many U.S. citizens in
times of extreme affliction of Traveler's
Diarrheawhile traveling in foreign lands.
These are just a few of the cursed
names described for the syndrome,characterized by the doctor types, as over 45 loose, painful, watery stools per day.
This suffering is often associated with
commode hugging cramps, nausea, vomiting, bloating, urgency, fever, malaise,
and just reeeellyy feeling BAD. Old
military types used to say: calling
"Euuroope from the great white telephone".

When I was younger, and traveling
about the world a lot, I would eat anything and everything - until I picked up
TD after a week of diving -just before
getting ready to return to the States on an
airliner. For several days, I certainly
could not have gotten on the airliner or
flown the Malibu safely. Consequently,
this prompts me to bring this unpleasant
subject to "Med+FactsWfor our world
Malibu traveler's edification. TD is usually "self-limiting". That's doctor talk
for it usually doesn't kill you. When you
are commode-hugging and lying on the
hotel bathroom floor . . . you will take
difference with this opinion. It may not
even hit you until you get home - that's
why your Doc asks you, "Where have
you been?"

well lubed for this event. But, it was a
simple form of quality control. I doubt
that any chef in New York would let you
do this! Something they tell Mexicans
coming to Houston is "Don't drink the
water!" We can learn from this as well.
Fecal contamination of open water
(and remember ice cubes) is rampant
in countries outside the U.S. -so avoid
it. Drink canned, bottled, and pasteurized products. Still, I once found a
cigarette butt in a bottle of "good" ole
Primo beer in Hawaii. Got me two
truckloads of Primo beer from the factory with letter of apology. The bottom line is common sense in a threat
environment. Look, listen, and inspect before you get into it. Just like
a great Mariani Malibu preflight.

Prevention
Treatment

This torment occurs to over 50% of
U.S. travelers in remote places. And
its onset is usually about the time one
is ready to take the taxi to the airport
for departure - or more seriously for
us - about the time we are going to
step into our Malibu. Or worse yet,
when we have just leveled off at altitude on departure from that foreign
airport.
Hopefully, this TD syndrome will
occur when you are with someone you
really lcnow well - in a very private
place! Caused by many types of little
bad bugs found in fecally contaminated
food and drinks, these are the little critters that our bodies are not used to.
Don't feel bad. 50% of the Mexicans
that come to Houston get TD!

We generally get TD from what we
stick into our mouth. "Boil it, peel it,
cook it well, or don't eat it", should
apply to everything on the menu even in
the "fanciest of restaurants". Remember the hidden threats. . .raw vegetables
(lettuce), peeled fruits (apples vs. oranges), milk products, raw meat (reminds me of those great steak tartare
delights in Madrid), poultry, fish, shellfish, and the real sneaky ones - ice
cubes. It all comes down to common
sense as to what you trust.
A common practice in Greece is to
venture into the kitchen and pick out a
fish or something with a lot of legs from
some bucket on the floor, or hanging
from the ceiling, to eat, and watch the
chef cook it. Of course, they kept you

There are many great drugs that I
recommend bringing with you on long
journeys that can slow up or stop diarrhea, and nausea, and vomiting. But, I
further recommend that you consult your
flight surgeon or family doc for recommendationsand usage for your trip. This
is because every one has different medical conditions and drug sensitivities.
And, use of some drugs with other medications you are taking may not be advisable for your medical condition.
Usually, the diarrhea is getting rid of
the nasty bugs, and I just let it do it. But,
if I have to urgently function in flight or
get onto a commercial airliner, then I try
to stop it. I usually carry a Bismuth
Continued on Page 32

.
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MedcFacts

- Continued from Page 31

subsalicylate (Pepto-Bismol), and an
antimotility agent like (Lomotil or
Imodium) so that I can control these
situations,if desired,for emergenttravel.
Otherwise, I just ride it out at the "great
white telephone to Euuurrooope" and let
the little buugers go away.
The main thing is to stay hydrated.
Water in frequent, small amounts,
Gatorade types - or anything but dairy
products - may stay ahead of the dehydration. Dehydration can occur quickly,
and if associated with fever, bloody
stools, and diarrhea over 72 hours can be
warning signs to seek medical attention.
Dehydration with diarrhea in kids can
occur especially quickly, and if hydration cannot be maintained in 48 hours,
get to medical attention. Seek medical
consultation from your pediatrician regarding your kids before traveling outside the U.S. in your Malibu. Get some
advice and take some prophylactic and
treatment medications along on your trip.
It is said that TD costs travelers more
money than any otherproblemin today's
travel environment. Seek consultation
from a Doc who is familiar with world
travel and environmental foreign diseases. There are some antibiotics that
may treat andlor are prophylactic for
TD; Bactrim and Vibramyacin come to
mind. Some can make you very sensitive to sunlight . . . bad on dive tips.
But, I have helped large groups from
getting the TD by getting folks on
Vibramyacin forthe trip. Ask your Doc
about it. There are no vaccines for TD
- too many bugs out there to come up
with a common vaccine. We can only
treat the symptoms with drugs we bring
along. Try to stay hydrated and let the
process take its course - ugh!

Time to Get Out of the Hotel
Room and Ask For Help!
Black stools may be ok and a secondary symptom from the Pepto-Bismol or - it may be a bad sign of gastric
bleeding. Bloody red diarrhea is bad.
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Signs of uncontrollabledehydration are
bad - especially in kids. Fever, and
fever with shaking chills, is bad. Floating stools - bad. Losing awareness
(dehydration) - is always bad. When
anything in this dimension begins, it is
time to seek medical help -even just to
get IV hydration or antibiotic support.
Diarrhea can be from TD, food poisoning, gastroenteritis,or from a host of
more serious problems that can confuse
a diagnoses of simple TD. When the
patient gets out of the "normal" response to simple TD symptoms, it is
time to seek medical help immediately.
It may be a far more serious abdominal
condition developingthat could be more
than "'self-limiting". People have died
from appendicitis while treating themselves for TD. Try to keep taking frequent, small, multiple fluid intakes.
Water, Gatorade, Pediolyte, and attempt
at balanced salt solutions are good.

I have used an emergency solution
of one quart water + a tablespoon of
sugar + 112 teaspoon of salt + 112 teaspoon of baking soda - if no baking
soda, add one teaspoon of salt. Given
orally, in as many frequent amounts as
the patient can keep down, it makes for
an emergency salt solution in the field
and is a Gatorade-type replacement for
diarrhea fluid salt loss.

Addendum

I got together with Doc Murdock, and
Carroll Stephensonat Madison, and flew
into OSH together. We had a wonderful
time tenting under the wing and showing
off the Malibu, seeing one of the most
fabulous air meets in the world. Over
8,000 airplanes and 800,000 visitors
showed up for the week, and we were in
the gaggle in the middle of them. Watching the controllers bring all those GA
aircraft into and out of OSH is worth the
price of admission.
Being part of something that my father helped start (the first meeting was
held in 1953 with 13 airplanes and 35
attendees) is amazing for me to see. I
hope we have more interest with Malibu
drivers next year to fly in together - it is
an experience. The day after we flew in,
120 Mooneys came in. The next day, 90
Bonanzas flew three abreast for showing
fifteen miles of landing lights on final. It
was a great sight of pilotage.
I know we Malibu drivers could do
equally well. Let's plan to do it together next
year! Train, and fly safe y'all.

Summary

If traveling in medical threat environments, seek medical consultationfor
health care, and take medical agents
along for the environment you will be
traveling in.

M MOPA Convention 2000
September 20 24,2000
Renaissance Harbourplace Hotel
Baltimore, Maryland
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There are several good habits that we, as pilots, can develop during pre-flight and
engine operation to enhance our safety as well as extend our engine's life.
Mahlon Russell

The following items are not cumbersome to do and really take very little time
or effort to perform.
The Pull Through

Before starting the engine and during
our pre-flight inspection, we should develop the habit of checking that the ignition switch is in the offposition, and then
pulling the engine through backwards
several revolutions. (Even though the
engine should not be able to start when
rotated backwards, we should always
perform this procedure with caution.)
Pulling the engine through several revolutions, enough to feel the compression
strokes of each cylinder, allows us, in
effect, to perform a compression test
before every start of the engine.
After we have performed this procedure several times, we will develop a feel
for the resistance to turning that each
compression strokeprovides. When these
compression strokes feel even and the
resistance feels like it did the last several
times we checked, then we know that the
compressionon each cylinder is even and
at least as good as the last flight that we
made. When we feel a change or irregularity in the resistance, we know that there
is a cylinder on that engine that may need
mechanical attention. By discoveringthe
"Bad Cylinder" during a pre-flight inspection rather than during routine maintenance, we may be able to repair it more
easily on a more convenient schedule
with a greater margin of safety.
Logging Fuel And Oil Consumption

By making a notation every time oil
is added to the engine or engines, we will
develop a database that can be useful to
maintenance personnel, as well as ourselves, to determine general engine
health. By being able to average our oil
consumption over many hours of operation, and knowing what that average is,

makes it easy for us to see changes that
might be important. If you know that
over last 100 hours of operation you
used an average of one quart of oil every
seven hours, and you find that over the
last ten hours of operation you used three
quarts of oil, it is easy to see a problem
developing and when it started.

constant speed propeller before flight.
Not only does this operation exchange
cold thick oil in the propeller with warm
thinned oil from the engine, it also ensures that the propeller and propeller
governor are functioning properly. The
amount and frequency of this operation
is what is at issue.

Without logging the oil consumption,
you most likely wouldn't know you had a
problem until the usage became extreme,
and there was a possible safety issue.
Likewise, logging and averaging fuel usage may alert us to changes that could
cause potential engine problems. Changes
in our average fuel consumption, at the
same power settings, can alert us to discrepancies in our fuel flow indicating
equipment, exhaust gas 1turbine inlet indicating equipment or our fuel metering
systems. Catching these problems early
can save thousands in cylinder repairs.

When we purposely deep cycle our
propellers,that is, cycle them down more
than 400 RPM, we cause more vibration
and chatter on the enginescounterweight
system than we do if we cycle the prop
down only 300 RPM. This increased
amount of vibration and chattercan cause
increased wear on the engine's counterweight bushings and pins. The fit of
these pins and bushings is what allows
the counterweight system to absorb a
very specific frequency of harmonic vibrations within the engine.

Keep RPM to a Minimum at Start Up

After engine start up, we should run
the engine at the slowest RPM that the
engine will continue to run at. If it will
stay running at 700 RPM, then that is the
RPM we should be running at - not
1400. Allowing the engine to run at a
high RPM right after start, without letting it warm up, can cause premature
wear to many internal engine surfaces
that are splash lubricated. Some of these
splash lubricated components, most notably the camshaft and tappets, are especially susceptible to damage right after
start with cold oil and high RPM operation. Keeping the RPM to a minimum
will limit the amount of interaction of
these components before enough oil has
splashed around inside the engine to
provide sufficient splash lubrication.

Ifthe fit between these components is
compromised, we are said to have
"detuned" the counterweight system and,
thus, we have severely limited the counterweight system's ability to absorb its
intended frequency of vibrations. These
vibrations, when not absorbed,can cause
many vibration related maintenanceproblems. Anything from catastrophic engine or propeller failure to minor cracking of engine baffles and cowlings is a
possibleresultof detunedcounterweights.
By keeping the frequency and RPM
that we cycle the propeller to a minimum,
we can maintain the counterweight
system's ability to absorb its intended
frequency of vibrations and limit any
problems related to detrimentalharmonic
engine vibrations while still testing the
propeller and propeller governor properly.
Proper Engine Warm Up

Keep Propeller Cycling
to a Minimum

It is absolutely necessary to cycle a

Before initializinga full power application, we should ensure that the engine
Continued on Page 34

Operating Habits - Conttinued from Page 33

control turbocharger system with improperly warmed up oil can cause the
is properly warmed up. We should have system to react sluggishly to control
at least 220 degrees Fahrenheit CHT and impulses being supplied by the turbo
an oil temp of 110degrees Fahrenheit on controllers. This can easily allow an
a normally aspirated engine and 130 over-boost condition to exist. Overdegrees Fahrenheit on turbocharged en- boosting of an engine not only can cause
gines. When an engine is running, it excessive premature wear, but if severe
relies on the temperatureof certain com- enough, it could cause complete engine
ponents to maintain proper clearances failure. Properly warmed up oil will also
between them. The hotter a particular help ensure that all splash lubricated
component becomes, the more it ex- internal components are receiving the
proper amount of lubrication.
pands and, thus, the larger it gets.
If we operate an engine without attaining proper even temperatures, we
have some components that aren't big
enough and some that are too big. When
this happens, we can experience excessive wear on the internal components
involved. Assuring proper minimum
temperatures will assure proper tolerances, keeping wear to a minimum. In
addition to the wear factors,turbocharged
engines rely on warm engine oil to properly control the turbo system.
Applying full power to an automatic

and landing. On turbocharged engines,
these runs allow the turbo itself to cool
dramaticallyfrom operatingtemperatures.

Shutting the engine down with cylinder heads and turbocharger at too high an
operating temperature will cause the oil
that is left on internal parts of these components to be cooked and turned into
carbon. Carbon build-up in cylindercomponents can cause stuck valves and rings,
causing high oil consumption. Carbon
build-up inside of a turbocharger lubrication section will cause seal failure, high
Proper Engine Cool Down
oil consumptionand eventualturbocharger
Before Shut Down
failure. These six simple procedures can
provide a multitude of benefits to us and
Proper shut down procedures are im- our engines if they are followed regularly.
portant to all engines, but are especially Of course, to gain the benefits, we must
important to turbocharged engines. We modify our procedures where necessary
should allow a cool down run at 1000 and use them. In doing so, we will be
RPM for at least 5 minutes on a normally operating our aircraft in a safer, more
aspirated engine and 10 minutes on a economical and knowledgeable way.
turbocharged engine. These cool down
runs allow internal components to cool
and shrink evenly at an acceptable rate, Mahlon Russell has been with Mattituck Air Base
eliminatingany hot spot within the engine for 23 years, with eight years as service manager
that may have developed during let down and ten as production manager.

We are looking for a few good pilots

...

If your goal is real Malibu-Mirage proficiency
and you are willing to work hard to achieve it,
CALL US.

I

1WIATION TRAINING MANAGEMENT

Ron Cox
President

I

bost Ofice Box 2611 Vero Beach, Florida 329611
Director of Tra~ning
CALL (561) 778-7815 or FAX (561) 778-9958
Malibu/Mirage
Insurance approved for factory equivalent initial and recurrent PA 46 training.

1

.

.
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TBO -YES, NO, MAYBE
Henly Van Kesteren
I think we all would like to make
TBO without major engine problems.
Some do; many do not. There have
been many theories expressed on this
subject, and while I probably don't
have any new ideas, I am going to list
nine thoughts in order of what I consider their importance.

1. Prevent Rust - Fly often and at
least 30 minutes with oil temps at 165
degrees or more. What do I consider
often? Every day - perfect, every week
- okay, every month - marginal, every
three months - trouble ahead.
2. Prevent Contaminants - Change
oil and filter every 25 hours or three
months, whichever comes first. Other
GA aircraft that have performanceequal
to a MalibulMirage are twins with 24

quarts and two filters. We have 8/12
quarts and one filter. Changing is no big
deal. Oil holds acids, water and contaminants. Drain while hot.
3. Engine Gages? Stay away from
red lines. Aircraft engine gages are far
from perfect. Allow a margin for error.
4. Medium Altitudes - Yes! Stay in
the medium altitudes(10,000'to 17,000')
unless there is good reason to go higher.
These altitudes usually top summertime
Cu and have less traffic, making direct
flights easier. Go higher only to top
weather or very favorable tailwinds.
5. Higher Is Faster? Sometimes Don't try for those last 15 knots TAS.
Read the article I have written on this.
(Volume 5, Fall 1996, Page 9.)

6. EnginesIMags =Human's/HeartDisassemble and check magnetos every
200 hours. Many shops will just check
timing which, of course, is necessary;
however, many problems originate with
mags (point gap closing, distributor cap
cracks, grease seals leaking, etc.).
7. Baffle Health - Maintain baffles
and seals in perfect condition. Cooling
air is a liquid and will take the path of
least resistance. It must be forced to go
through cylinder fins.

8. Turbo Health - every oil change,
take 5 more minutes; remove the air
inlet hose to turbos and spin with fingers. Should be smooth, quiet, and little
or no side play.
9. Consider Density Altitude Altimeter reads pressure altitude. Your
airplane and engine respond to density altitude. In summertime, 25,000'
pressure altitude could be 28,000' plus
density altitude.

I RAINING
INITIAL
AND REFRESHER
TRAINING AT YOUR
LOCATION OR OURS.
(888) 7GOSAFE

(727) 822-1611

FAX:(727) 821-9013
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Convention - Continued from Page 12

survival courses in case hypoxia or other
problems result in undesired contactwith
the ground.
A final pilot-to-pilot session completed the second day, with a discussion
of insurance dominating a good part of
the meeting. Pilots shared experiences
and difficulties with obtaining appropriate coverage. A number of practical
suggestions were put forward, including
the desirability of meeting with the underwriter and explaining who you are as
a pilot, so that the policy is not written
for an unknown entity The leanlrich
issue raised its ugly head once again, but
moderator Paul Neuda prevented a fullscale conflagration.
The third and final day was devoted
to aircraft demonstrations and the annual Queen of the Fleet event. A few
lucky pilots were able to demo some
new machines. Piper proudly displayed

I

the Meridian at the airport and had an
excellent mock-up at the exhibit hall.
Any MalibuIMirage pilot has to be impressed by Piper's new bird. Piper also
had on display the new Seneca V, also an
impressive machine for those interested
in two power plants and a modem panel
for a reasonable price.
Pilatus had a number of aircraft on
hand. Paul Neuda and I, among others,
were lucky enough to fly the Pilatus
PC12. Paul flew first and made it look
easy. I flew next and managed to make
it look difficult. In spite of my lack of
skills, the PC12 proved itself to be an
extraordinary machine, engineered as
one would expect from the Swiss. The
sales staff were kind to me in my first
exposure to a turbine engine, and patient, as I manhandled their fine aircraft.
The Queen of the Fleet activitieswere
held during the day, and the results have
been tabulated by Doc Campbell on Page
48 of this issue.

On a personal note, the ninth annual convention was my first, and I am
not yet an owner of a Malibu or a
Mirage. I attended as a means of educating myself about these aircraft prior
to making a purchase and before
transitioning from a Baron 58. The
level of enthusiasm among the participants, the intensity of interest and pure
joy of owning a Malibu or Mirage was
expressed by virtually every owner I
met, and the incredible flow of useful
and practical information are all truly
impressive.
The M*MOPA convention is well
planned, organized and executed, and
offers a unique opportunity for information exchange, education, and for
advancing safety. Next year, I hope to
attend as a grizzled two-year veteran
flying in with a newly-owned Malibu
or Mirage. I am honored to be a
member of MeMOPA, and look forward to seeing everyone next year in
Baltimore.

CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS
Custom made for all makes, models, and modifications
Prevents damage caused by leaking door and window seals.
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Covers Also Available:

Victor Engines Go The Distance
World Wide Customer Support for Pilots Who Demand the
Ultimate in Piston Engine Dependability, Performance, and Safety

GUARANTEED
Extended Limited Warranty of 750 hours118 months based on 115% of TBO
AFFORDABLE
For only slightly more than the cost of a factory remanufactured engine you get:
Increased performance and more cost eficient operation Increased reliability and lower maintenance costs
Increased aircraft value and higher resale Increased safety and "priceless"peace of mind
Call today or visit our Web site to order a quotation package and FREE 45 minute video covering all of our overhaul products and
m r n p l e t e Aircraji Service Center capabilities.

GREEATREE
Financing (800)85 1-1 367

PO.Box 50608 Palo Alto, CA USA 94303
Ph. 800-207-0061 650-856-7616 Fax 650-856-1743
e-mail victorav@best.com Web site www.victor-aviation.com
FAA Repair Station #BJ3R399L

\

CYLINDERS

Call Us For a
Renewal Quote!
If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest
price to get the highest quality coverage. Call one of our agents today.

Toll-Free

1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916-853-8080

AvQuest Insurance Service
(A division of Shaw Aviation lnsurance Service, Inc.)

License # OBI4220
Buy Your Malibu lnsurance From Someone Who Knows The Market

--

Modern Aero, Inc.

Modem Aero's FAA Certified Repair Station and Piper-Authorized Service
Facility has been providing the highest quality and most reliable service you can
depend on for over 31 years. You can count on our attention to detail and
complete Customer Satisfaction. Our Service Technicians are factory trained
with extensive experienceregarding the MalibufMirage. Modern Aero provides
scheduled service and minor repairs to major installations.
TSIO-550 STC Installation Center
Dealer for Spoilers, Inc.
Radar Pod Installations

TBM 700 Service Center
Extensive Parts Inventory
Avionics Installations

14801 Pioneer Trail, Flying Cloud Airport
Minneapolis, MN 55347
Telephone: (612) 941-2595 Fax: (612) 941-0307
Certified Repair Station MZER198L

Website: www.modernaero.com
I
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Email: modernaero@mindspring.com

MMOPA Headquarters - Continued from Page 20

Alan is the Company Director of
Aculab. He currently owns a Mooney
M20R, based at Cranfield.

license and Instrument rating.

Tom Kiefer
Eden Prairie, M N

Philip Tyson
Sarasota, FL

Tom is CEO of Agiliti, Inc. He has a
Private license and an Instrumentrating.

Philip is CEO of Shuttertime, Inc.
He has over 4,500 hours total time with
a Commercial license and Instrument
rating.

Christopher Hoke
Edmond, OK

Patrick Beaty
Bloomington, IL

Christophercurrentlyowns a Prop-Jet
Bonanza. He is in oil and gas investments.

Charles Walden
N9214Z
Chino, CA
Charlie is a General Contractor. He
has a 1993Mirage and holds a Commercial license.

Patrick is Service Department Manager for Image Air.

Michael Batts
N582MB
Fenton, MI

Dr. Michael Offerman
D-EION
Essen Kettwig, Germany

Michael is an Engineer and has a new
1999 Mirage. He is a Private pilot with
an Instrument rating.

James Shaw
N9245D
San Antonio, TX

Dr. Offerman and his partners, Dr.
Hans Gerd Kraus, and Holger Zeller
have a 1985Malibu being converted to a
JetProp. Dr Offerman is a vascular specialist, surgeon.

Charles Gibbs
Jacksonville, FL

James is an attorney. He has a 1994
Mirage. The company pilot has 1,200
hours and single and multi Commercial

Alan Pound
Leighton Buzzard, Beds, UK

Gary Schildt
N4376A
East Troy, WI
Gary is President of Hypro, Inc. He
has a 1985 Malibu.

Charles is CEO of First Coast Systems, Inc. He holds ASEL, AMEL,
Instr, and Comm. license, and has 2975
hours.
Continued on Page 40

It's all in the mixing of

High Technolog
& Craftrmansh.
enjoy the way a "new" aircraft
looks and feels, get ready to pay hundreds
of thousands of dollars. But, smart aircraft owners
know there's a way to beat that cost these days.
Have your interior/exterior reJinished by the most
recogruzed craftsmen in the country.
For years, turbines, twins, and singles have come to Oxford Aviation in every condition imapable. Maybe they choose
us because of our h@ technology and our meticulous attention to details. With over 1000 aircraft now carrying the Oxford
Aviation placard, we've earned the distinction of creating a "&t ofsati$adon!'
Maybe they choose us because of our state-of-the-art drying and mixing rooms, our downdraft spray booths, control
balancing, or our superb interior craftsmen and design staff who handle everything from a Cherokee to a Metroliner.
With our greatly expanded facility and new technology, more slots are now available in the coming months.
On the ramp, if they ask, "Is that new?" ...tell them, "It's better than nm..it's been
refinished by Oxjord Aviation."

ReJinirhingthe Croft...ReJining the Dream.
75 Number Six Road, PO Box 990, Oxford. Maine 04270 (207)'539'4779 FAX (207)'539'8441

E-Mail: OXFRD @ AOL.COM FA4!JM ACrtification #OACR 582 S

M*MOPA Headquarters - Continued from Page 39

Rod Hamm
N785HC
Lawrence, KS

Brian L. Brown
Amarillo, TX

Rod is President of Hamm Companies. He has a 1999 Mirage and holds a
Private license and an Instrumentrating.

Marvin Polzien
N87WW
Ardmore, OK

Brian currently owns a Bonanza
which he is selling and is looking for
a Malibu. He is a new car franchise
owner in Amarillo, Brown PontiacGMC Inc.

Larry Priest
N4137E
Denver, CO

Marvin just put a PT6 JetProp conversion on his 1986 Malibu. He is in the
Motel Operations business.

Darwin is CEO of JetPropRocket
Engineering. He was a featured speaker
this year at our convention in KC.

Douglas Bradley
N629DK
Salina, KS
Doug owns a trucking company and
has a 1998 Mirage. He holds a Private
license and Instrument rating.

Maum Badino
I-BSAB
Pinerolo, Italy

Larry owns anew 1999Mirage and is
a Private pilot.

Roy Sardina
N70SL
Menlo Park, CA

Everett "Bud" Patterson
Colorado Springs, CO

Roy just stepped up from a Bonanza
to the Mirage. He has a 1989model with
extended fuel and is about to install
spoilers as well.

Doug Rodgers
Oklahoma City, OK

........

-

Darwin Conrad
Spokane WA

Doug is an executive with Global
DispatchTechnology. Hecurrently owns
a Beech B58TC.

--

Bud currently owns a 1985 Mooney,
but is looking for a Malibu. His is an
ATP with Multi, single, and Instrument
rated and has over 8,000 hours total
time. He also has type ratings in the
Saberliner and B-25 !

p

...........
..........

Don't forget to mark your calendars
now for Convention 2000, September
20th through the 24th, 2000, at the Renaissance Harbour Hotel, Baltimore,
Maryland.
-

p

The Truth is Out
Look No Further.
Lowest in Cost
Highest in quality.

Mauro is a Dentist in Italy. He has a
1989 Mirage outfitted with spoilers, radar pod, and wing tip fuel caps. Welcome to MaMOPA Mauro!

-

............

LESTER KYLE'S AIRCRAFT TRAINING
INITIAL & REFRESHER
Providing training in the Malibu-Mirage & Jet Prop DLX. From the early days at the Piper
Training Center, Lester has conducted more than 900 MalibdMirage training sessions.
insurance authorized for factory replacement training.
Serving the US, Canada & Hawaii
Client Recommendations: I haveflown with Lesterforthepast 13 yearn since
my initial, and what I like about Lester is his way of comcting you andaabising
you about what needs to be improved In addition, his mechanical knowledge of
the aircraft has more than once led to a neededfix ofpotentialproblem. I now
take recurrent training every six months, including night and IFR, and neverfail
Sy Weiner
to learn something new on every visit. Hig/r/y recommended.

Kansas Area Connection

PO Box 699 1 Vero Beach, FL 32%1
561-562-5438 fa^ 561-564-05 14
FLY4KYLE@aol.com www.fly4kyle.com

.
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Tom Deutsch 913-45 1-1222

How

banke
Bruno Schroder found a

safe investment
with high-powered
performance.

B R U NU S C H H U U € H , Director of Schroders IJLC, of London, England,
a leading international investment bank and management group with a
history of almost two hundred years.

8

AS HAS BEEN THE CASE WITH MANY OF HIS
INVESTMENTS, LONDON-BASED BANKER
BRUNO SCHRQDER BOUGHT HIS PC-12 AFTER
MUCH RESEARCH AND THE GARNERING OF SOME SOLID ADVICE.

After early experience with small singles and latterly light twins,
he considered a King Air, but found it to be a less than
optimal investment. Further, a &end - more
specifically an Air Chief Marshal of the Royal Air
Force - had a simple answer when Bruno asked
for his opinion. "Buy a Pilatus," he said.
"My needs were clear," says Bruno, Director of Schroders
PLC, an investment group capitalized at $4 billion. "On a
regular basis I needed to carry six passengers, luggage, and
dogs to our castle in Scotland for weekend trips. I required a
large and versatile aircraft that offered cabin-class comfort
for my passengers and a long enough range to match,that and
.
my other itineraries - such as crossing the-Atlantic to visit
our offices in NewYork and Bermuda."
Quickly Bruno saw that
4
) the 270-knot PC12 could
handle all of %SI itineraries that its wide variety of
sbrngths provide quite a ,de
variety of opportunities.
'"Ye$ it was dear that the
PC-12 was a terrific airplane for me, so
my next concern was economy the efficiency of my investment,
if you will," adds Bruno, "and there again the PC-12 excelled.
Its turboprop performance is complemented by the single-engine
economy that made the decision to buy easy. Very easy."
So, after a lifetime of investing how does Bruno Schroder
pick his best holdings?Just as he chose his PC-12.Theyk
defbitely the more efficient ones; the ones when he gets his
every pound's worth and more. And they're also the holdings
he can rely on, the ones he k s m will always perform.

4

-mh
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...YOU'RENOT LIKE ALL T I
As you climb into the cockpit you can feel it.
This is the fastest single turbo-prop in the
world* the TBM 700. Its cutting-edge technology responds to your
every command. This is a pilot's airplane and it will give you every
ounce of performance you demand.
Back in the cabin, luxury rules. Lean back in supple leather seats to s a w
the luxurioussunwndings. Your guests will appreciate its elegant wood
and detailed trimmings. The very finest in trawling comfort
As a businessman you appreciate its economy and flexibility but as
an aviator. it's TBM7oo9sspeed that moves you. A unique, powerful, flying experience unlike any other.

TBM700
-

..

-

...

Maybe that's why it sults you so wall

Doc Campbell

It turned out to be a difficult task to
select six airplanes as "winners" from a
field of 22 contestants, but our four
judges, after three hours of inspection,
were able to accomplish the intended
goal.
Most notable among the field of Mirages was the polar difference between
those airplanes that clearly showed as
contenders and the others. The older
Mirages tended to show their age with
wear. It was a contest between the old
and the new.
The Malibus, however, seem to have
received more loving attention than their
newer brothers, including interior and
exterior upgrades, unique decorating redesigns and more attention to maintenance of their original condition.
We express special appreciation to
our judges who donated their time reviewing all the aircraft, while missing
the opportunity to observe the scheduled
airport activities. The judges were Bill
and Barb Harra of Delaware and owners
of 1997 Queen winner, NlO7PM. Also
judging and visiting us from
Gloucestershire, England, was Nigel
Greenhalgh. Doc Campbell,fmm Michigan, completed the team.
There were five contenders for
Malibu Queen of the Fleet which made
the selection extremely difficult. This
century's last Malibu Queen is N221TB,
owned by Harold Harrison of Dublin,
Ohio. The aircraft has a relatively new
paint scheme, but the interior is basically
original, with one significant exception.
One middle seat has been removed and
replaced with a very attractive, blondewood refreshment center. The cabinet
behind the co-pilot's seat was also
remanufactured with matching wood.
Harold self-engineered a nose wheel
Continued on Page 48

0nrryar9wcxptrimccd tbe sa3ty, reliability and extra pc$wmancc of t k JetPmp DLX
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Bill Prymak
n April 4th, 1999, a Malibu Mirage took off from Nashville,
Tennessee, at 16:14 and flew
direct to Addison, Texas. at FL 240. A
short time later, the pilot reported severe
icing and moments thereafter, the aircraft disintegrated and fell to the ground
near Waldron, Arkansas.

clock back from real time and show the
progression of these numerous thunderstorms during the past two hours. What
a tool! It was simple to chart their
progress, extrapolate where they would
be during the next two hours (our flight
time through this mess), and plot and file
our routing accordingly.

Reading the preliminary NTSB report, what caught my eye was the fact
that "high ceilings" were reported at
the crash vicinity. It tells you something. You don't needdestructive cloud
conditions to come only from the ground
up . . . they're up there, all by themselves, even above high bases. . . which
is the very core of my experience last
Spring after my delightful visit with Dr.
Dave Coats in Tyler, Texas.

I showed up at KC in one piece, so, of
course, we made it home. But, how I did
it directly relates to the accident referred
to above. I had filed for FL 180(don't all
macho Malibu pilots file for the flight
levels????), but on climbout, I noticed
something strange. Coming up on 8,000
feet, I made two poignant observations:
(1) I had 20 miles visibility and perfect
contact with the ground in all directions,
and (2) not too far above me was gray
menacing stuff that I knew was wet and
bumpy, and also possibly a lot worse.
So, I humbled myself back to Bonanza
mentality and requested, and got, 8,000.

Flying in from the Bahamas after our
last MeMOPA Flyout, the headwinds
were too much to make Denver in one
day from San Salvador, so I set down at
Tyler knowing that a very special person
lived in that part of the country. Dave
was the apothesis of Texas hospitality,
and it was a memorable visit.
That evening, the weather channel
and FSS both bore tidings of significant
weather between Tyler and Denver for
the next morning. Son, John, had a slight
case of get-home-itis,and since I always
fly VERY EARLY IN THE AM with
threatening weather, we were at Tyler's
FBO at six ready to update the weather
before, or if, we launched. The Nexrad
showed a whole bunch of "spaghetti
strings" of red and yellow bands, but
with considerable docile areas in between areas wide enough to safely penetrate - if you know where they were.
But the Nexrad machine had a very
interesting feature. It could turn the

It was a ride like this that one sez,
"Thank the Lord for a good-working
Stormscope." I never had to call ATC for
a radar readout. Those spaghetti strings
wererightwhere we hadprojectedthemto
be, each in blazing color, and we had
ground contact and no bumps all the way
to Denver. GROUND CONTACT is
man's best friend in bad weather!
Have you been in a really mean thunderstorm in a light airplane? Lemme
describe it for you. Twenty-eight years
ago, I was taking home a brand new,
straight-tail, Bonanza to Denver . . . no
Stormscope in those days and onboard
radar was unheard of. At 6,000 feet
MSL, the airplane was almost uncontrollable with the power back to idle,
gear down, IAS red-lined, VSI 2,000
fpm straight up and the sky, an angry
green color, ready to hurl iceballs at me

(luckily, very few. This scared-to death
pilot was saying to his Maker, "Please,
get me out of this, and I promise I never
will fly clouds again."
There is a message here for the Malibu
pilots with perhaps minimal time. I have
35 years of flying experience and 6,000
hours, and I still bust entries into holds
with my CFI, and I give him less than
perfect needles down the glideslope, but
he cannot grade me on experience and
judgement because these factors, in my
opinion, are non-teachable. The price,
perhaps, are rides as described above and
gray hairs. I will show you clouds at 6,000
MSL that I would penetrate all day long,
but put those same looking clouds at
FL210, and they very well will give the
same ride as above. Can that be taught? I
guess you have to fly both ends of that
spectrum to get the point. . . and learn the
lesson.
Does this preclude all types of "flying in the clouds" at the Flight Levels? If
it's in the mid or late afternoon, it does
for me. On long trips, DEN to VRB, for
example, we're off the ground never
later than 5:30 AM and down and put
away at VRB before 2PM. That's because I know there's a great chance we'll
be passing through (or, in early AM,
OVER) weather systems. Many times,
in the morning hours, building weather
will not reach to flight levels (yet), but in
those flight levels, you'll experience
plenty of moisture in the form of haze,
sometimes very dense haze, but the sun
is always visible above, even if it's dim,
and that's your clue. You can thank
yourself for getting your butt out of bed
early,becauseit's now bearingfruit. Three
hours later in the day, that ride can be hell.
Hope the above makes sense to you,
my fellow MeMOPA pilots. CHEERS!
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Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
The Exclusive Piper Distributor & Service Center
for New England, New York & New Jersey

4 A Professional Sales & Technical Team
with knowledge & expertise in all Piper
models to help you find the right aircraft
to fit your needs.
4 Network of Authorized Sales Affiliates
conveniently located through out
Columbia's territory.
Sewice Center:
4 Authorized New York, New Jersey & New
England New Piper Service Center.
4 Staffed with factory trained technicians.
4 High performance, single engine
specialists.

Parts:
4 Authorized Piper Parts distributor
4 Direct connection to Piper's Parts Distribution
Center for immediate confirmation of an item in
stock.
4 Fast, courteous service.

Avionics:
4 Authorized Service Center for Allied Signal, King
Silver Crown & S-TEC Autopilot Systems.
4 Specializing in the installation of King, Trimble &
Garmin GPS systems.
4 Custom Design & Installation for all equipment &
Inflight Entertainment Systems.

One call Connects You To 25 MalibuIMirage Experts!

Experience The Columbia Difference!
Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
Groton-New London Airport
Groton, CT 06340
FAA Certified Repair Station #S05R204N
Phone: (860)449-8999
Fax: (860)449-9924
Email: columbia@pcnet.com
www.columbia-air.com

Ah
Piper

Rise t o t h e CHALLENGE.

A S A P i L 0 . r . YOU ACCEPT T H E CHALLENGE O F A C Q U I R I N G

to duplicate in the aircraft - can be practiced

and maintaining proficiency in your MalibuIMirage.

and perfected in the simulator with complete realism

And as the world's foremost aviation training

and safety. FlightSafety's MalibuIMirage simulator

organization, we can help

even includes a weather radar

you face that challenge with

unit for pilots who desire

confidence.

this training.

At FlightSafety Lakeland

Classroom instruction is

Learning Center in Lakeland,

facilitated by a host of dedicated

Florida - which trains pilots

audio-visual training aids, and

from around the world - we

conducted by FlightSafety's

offer complete initial and recurrent training programs for the
MalibuIMirage. Training is
conducted

FLIGHTSAFETY LAKELAND LEARNING CENTER

- one of the 38 FlightSafety
centers in the US.. Canada, and France trains pilots from around the world.

in an advanced

professional instructors - themselves seasoned pilots who
understand the capabilities
and demands of today's sophis-

simulator featuring a state-of-the-art VITAL visual

ticated, high-performance aircraft. And clients are

display system, providing an exceptionally realistic

also encouraged to learn from each other's oper-

training environment. In the simulator, proficiency

ational experiences.

in normal flight operations can be honed to a

If a high level of proficiency is your goal (and

fine edge with the utmost cost-effectiveness. And

it should be), give us a call. FlightSafety is up to

emergency procedures - even those too dangerous

the challenge.

Flightsafety
internatiil

For m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n . p l e a s e c a l l :

T o i l - f r e e (Boo) 7 2 6 - 5 0 3 7

Or w r i t e u s at:

T e l (941) 6 4 6 - 5 0 3 7

F a x (941) 6 4 4 - 6 2 1 1

2 9 4 9 Alrside Center Drive. Lakeland. Florida

33811

@

www.flightsafety.com

Queen of the Fleet - Continued from Page 43

guard of aluminum which serves to protect the strut from the ravages of linemen
abuse.
Unique this year was the Malibu 1"
and 2"*Runners-up, as well as the Judges'
Choice (also a Malibu). Each were displayed with their original paint and interiors. Whileoriginal,they looked "showroom new", indicative of the loving care
they have received.
The Mirage Queen of the Fleet is a
one year-old aircraft (N4165D) owned
by Norbert Dudek of Utica, Illinois. This
airplane has custom pillows, embroidered with the aircraft's tail number.
Norbert and his wife, Betty, are active
with Lifelines,generouslydonatingtime
to airlift individuals in need of longdistance medical care.
Both the 1" and 2"dMirage Runnersup were older Mirages with 903 and 734
hours respectively.

AWATION
INDUSTRY
SINCE 1979
1'

.
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1 ne anenaees overwnelmingly selected Richard
Bynum's (San Antonio,
Texas) Malibu, N777PG, a&/
a "Lonestar" for the People's
Choice award. Richard has
painstakinglyrestored his aircraft to near perfection.

Judge's Choice went to Bill
Prymak, Broomfield, Colorado, and his Malibu, N589E.
This aircraft still sports its
original paint after 2,927 hours
and was ordered by Bill from
the factorypaintedsolid white.
Bill then applied his own designed stripe scheme.
Me1 Rushton and Tom
Polgreen, co-owners of
N4323D, were recipients of
the Highest Time award, anew
award given this year. Their
aircraft has flown a total of
6,011 hours!

P. U. BOX 3474

Winners at a Glance

-

Queen of the Fleet Malibu
Harold Harrison, Dublin, OH, N221TB

-

Queen of the Fleet Mirage
Norbert Dudek, Utica, IL, N4165D

la Runner-up
Malibu - David Zuckerman, Bradford, PA, N4386G
Mirage - Lyle Turner, Cardiff, CA, N711BQ
2"4Runner-up
Malibu - Doug Leet, Raleigh, NC, N4372B
Mirage - Sam Johnson, Las Vegas, NV, Nl46PM

Judges' Choice
Bill Prymak, Broomfield, CO, N589E
People's Choice
Richard Bynum, San Antonio, TX, N m P G
Highest Time
Me1 Rushton &Tom Polgreen, Dallas, TX, N4323D

slml valley, California

Tel: (805) 522-3428

Long Distance
Brent Ferguson ZK-MBU
Geoffrey Jensen
New Zealand

ww3

Fax: (805) 522- 1739

(800)634-0101

Don M. Grondin

DMFS
>E. INC.
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FACTORY
AUTHORIZED NEW AND USED M ~ L I B
SALES
U
LARGEEXPERIENCEDPIPER
MALIBU
SERVICE
CENTER
HUGE
PIPER
PARTS INVENTORY AND EXPERTISE
NEWAND USED PILATUS
SALES
FACTORY
TRAINED PLATUS TECHNICIANS
COMPLETE
AVIONICS SALES AND SERVICE
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ADVERTISING
RATES

TRAINING UPDATE

Display Rates
Full Page

Black& Whie
With One Color
Full Color

$ 250.00
460.00
1,200.00

Half Page

Black & White
W i One Color
Full Color

$ 160.00
370.00
790.00

Inside Front Cover:
Black & Whiie
With One Color
Full Color
Inside Back Cover:
Black & White
With One Color
Full Color

INITIAL & REFRESHER

INlTUL. AND REFRESEER

BY APPOINTMENT

TRAINING ON REQUEST

Back Cover:
Full Color Only

Classifled Rates

..

The classified advertising section indude
used aircraft, s e ~ c e and
s used equipmen
Three column format (columnwidth 2-3/16"
Regular line classified (42 typewritten
characters per line - including spaces).

INITIAL
ANDRECURRENT
TRAINING
INITJALANDREFRESHER

TRAINING

Per insertion
Publisher resewes the right to refuse or witt
draw advertising.
Electronic files, camera copy or film negative
only. Overallmagazinesizeis8-318"X 10-718

AVAILABLE AT FACILITY,
OR CAN DISPATCH TO OWNER'S

BASE ON REQUEST

INITIAL AND REFRESEER

For spam mqwrtr and schdullng, call
RIM Caauwb, Executive Mrectof
WOPA
P. 0. Box 1824 Fmnont, NE 88025
(402)721-6640 1 Fax (402)75301(16

TRAMMG
PROVIDELI ON REQUEST

JAYALLEN
IS D ~ C T OOF
R

Send all ad materials to the Publisher:

I

MAL,IBuTRAININCi

INITIAL
AND REFRESHER
mMARY BRYANT
AT
ST.PETERSBURG
OR
C
U
T
SO
M
SE
R
'
LOCATION

M!!w

CLASSIFIED ADS

-

F'LORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in
America's Premier Fly-in Community.
4,00(r paved
NIlWay, paved taxiways, full service PBO, golf ad temnis
Colnmy Club, 2A hwrsecurity, 15 minutes
hDaytonaBeachIntemationalAirport
adthe0ceauPilasServingpilog.Pataad
Lenny Ohlsson, Spruce Creek Fly-in Realty. Website: w w w f l y - i n . ~80&9324437.E v a 904-761-8804.

September 20-24,2000- 10th Annual Convention
Renaissance Harbourplace Hotel Baltimore, Maryland

We Know
Not a Beach

You no longer have to be concerned about your
MalibuIMirage insurance.
Simply call Professional Insurance Management -the ONE
insurance agency that
understands your
protection needs - and
let them take the worry
out of your life. Call
Lisa Allison,
T. W. Anderson, or
Tim Bonnell in
Wichita at
1-800-826-4442, or Bill Voorhis on the East Coast at
1-888-746-4352 and let Professional lnsurance Management
handle every aspect of your aviation insurance exactly the way
you want it - because they know Malibu's and Mirage's and the
people who fly them.
Professional lnsurance Management is a member of The
MalibueMiraae Owners and Pilots Association.

Call toll-f ree

bhb

Wichita Home Office

Eastern Branch

1-800-826-4442

1-888-746-4352

Insurance
Management

AVIATION INSURANCE

2120 Airport Road PO.Box 12750 Mid-Continent Airport
Wichita, Kansas 67277
1-316-942-0699 + FAX 1-316-942-1 260
HomeOffice1-800-826-4442
Eastern Branch

7-888-746-4352

Ir the MALIBUAVIIRAGE

I

BEST INSTRUCTORS. SIMCOM instructors are experienced CFll
rated professional pilots. They are also career aviation educators with
specific expertise on your airplane. Thousands of satisfied SIMCOM
customers know from experience that SIMCOM instructors are the best
in the business.

BEST PERSONALIZED TRAINING. SIMCOM restricts classes to just
I two
pilots so we can customize your training to best meet your needs.

RECuRR5f17

I

lining a h &MMeat our
ro Beach, Florida faclily
the Piper Seneca and
ler Saratoga

rnYT E
,

You proceed at your pace, while focusing on issues that are critical to
you ... all in an actual aircraft cockpit.

I

:\EST IN SlMUUTlON TECHNOLOGY. SIMCOM is the unquestioned
orld leader in visual flight simulation technology. Wide-screen visual
otion has been proven to be the best approach to flight simulation.
works!

EST PRICE. BEST VALUE. BEST GUARANTEE. SIMCOM flight training
1 provides the best value for your training dollar at the very best prices in
+he business with savings of up to 35%! And, we are so sure of the
~ualityof our programs, we give you a 100% satisfaction guarantee.

Great Pilots Make Great' Choices

O r l a n d o , FL

Scottsdele, A Z

V e r o Beach, F L

7500 MUniCi~alDrive Orlando. FL 32819 Tel: 407-345-0511 Fax: 407-345-1282 W W W . S ~ I ~ U ~ ~ ~ O K C O I ~

